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Abstract 
 
Trends such as globalization, increased customer demands and the increased sustainability 
challenge are forcing medium sized manufacturers to rethink their production processes and start 
developing lean and sustainable production systems. 
 

Many of the developed tools and methods for the lean and sustainable production presented in 
the literature are not well suited for medium sized manufacturers with a lack of empirical case 
studies, and therefore investigating suitable approaches for improving the production and 
sustainability performances is needed in their case. This thesis proposes to use a mixture of tools 
from both the Lean and sustainable development literature for creating a lean and sustainable 
production roadmap for medium sized manufacturers. 

 

This master thesis demonstrates a case study conducted at a medium sized roller blind manufacturer 
who is preparing to introduce lean and enhancing their sustainability at the production to cope with 
the condensed market and their customer requirements. The study analyzes the manufacturing 
processes from both the lean and sustainability perspectives, where different tools were adopted 
and used throughout the work, which are: Value Stream Mapping, Sustainable Life Cycle 
Assessment, and Sustainability Compliance index, with the data collected through interviews, 
dialogues, observations, time studies and internal documents. 
 

Understanding the company specific problems and value acted as a foundation for further analysis 
and improvement potentials identification to reach a future lean and sustainable state in the 
production, which resulted in enhancing the firm´s lean and sustainability performances. 
 

This thesis complement the lean initiatives with a sustainability assessment effort to grasp the 
whole picture and generate ultimate improvement potentials in order to cope with today´s evolving 
trends and the increased sustainability requirements. A main contribution is the developed 
guidelines for creating a lean and sustainable production roadmap for medium sized manufacturers, 
which result in leveraged benefits satisfying both the lean and sustainable needs. 

 
KEY WORDS: Value Stream Mapping, Sustainability Life Cycle Analysis, lean and 
sustainable production, medium sized manufacturers.
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Sammanfattning  
 
Trender såsom ökad globalisering, nya kundkrav och ökade utmaningar inom hållbarhet, leder till 
att medelstora tillverkningsföretag tvingas att tänka om gällande produktionsprocesser och börja 
utveckla koncept inom lean och hållbar produktion. 
  
Många av de utvecklade verktygen och metoderna inom lean och hållbar produktion, som återfinns 
i litteraturen, är inte väl lämpade för medelstora tillverkningsföretag och saknar empiriska 
fallstudier. Detta motiverar till vidare analys kring lämpliga metoder för att öka prestationen inom 
produktion och hållbarhet för dessa företag. Denna uppsats går igenom de olika verktyg som finns 
definierade i litteraturen, både ifrån lean och hållbarhetsutveckling, och föreslår en väg framåt för 
att skapa en optimerad och hållbar produktion för medelstora tillverkningsföretag.  
  
Denna uppsats demonstrerar en fallstudie utförd på en medelstor rullgardinstillverkare som är 
beredd att introducera lean och öka deras hållbarhetsperspektiv i produktionen. Detta för möta den 
mättade marknaden och deras kundkrav. Studien analyser tillverkningsprocesserna från både lean 
och hållbarhetsperspektiv, där olika verktyg har blivit anpassade och testade under hela processen 
(Value Stream Mapping, Sustainable Life Cycle Assessment och Sustainability Compliance 
index). Uppgifterna som använts har samlats in genom intervjuer, dialoger, 
observationer, tidsstudier och intern dokumentation. 
  
Förståelse av företagets specifika problem gav en grund för vidare analys, där 
förbättringspotentialer identifierades för att nå ett framtida lean och hållbarhetsperspektiv i 
produktionen. Uppsatsens resultat bidrog till reella förbättringar för företaget inom området.  
  
Denna uppsats drar slutsatsen att komplettering utav lean initiativ med hållbarhetsutvärdering är 
nödvändigt för att få fram en helhetsbild kring en optimal förbättringspotential. På så sätt kan 
företagen bättre klara av dagens nya trender med ökade hållbarhetskrav. De utvecklade riktlinjerna 
för att skapa en lean och hållbar produktion i ett medelstort tillverkningsföretag resulterar i fördelar 
som uppfyller kraven både från ett lean och i hållbarhetssynpunkt.  
  
NYCKELORD: Value Stream Mapping, Sustainability Life Cycle Analysis, lean och hållbar 
produktion, medelstora tillverkningsföretag 
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Executive Summary 
 
Introduction 
Trends such as globalization, increased customer demand, and rising sustainability challenge are 
greatly affecting an important group of companies in Western countries, which are medium sized 
manufacturers. Those trends are forcing these manufacturers to rethink and improve their 
production processes in order to survive in today's market. 
 
Lean and sustainable production is becoming an expected feature of today´s manufacturing 
systems. A powerful methodology in lean Production to improve the production performances is 
Value Stream Mapping (VSM), while in the quest of sustainable development and sustainability 
performances several approaches and tools emerged over the years such as Cleaner Production 
(CP), Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD), and Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) 
among others. However, it is argued that most of the developed tools and concepts are too 
complicated and time consuming to fit medium sized manufacturers capabilities. 
 
Overall aim and purpose 
The overall aim of this thesis is to investigate how medium sized manufacturers can increase their 
production and sustainability performances using appropriate and adopted tools from the literature 
of lean manufacturing and sustainable development. As well as provide a roadmap development 
guidelines to assist with that. The research took place at a medium sized company, Markisol 
Holding AB, which works mainly within the roller blinds industry. The company prepares to 
introduce lean production into its operations and has an open eye for sustainability improvements 
to cope with their customer requirements. However, there is a need for a more structured view on 
what is going on inside the production and what can be enhanced there from both the lean and 
sustainability point of view.  Thus a primary purpose of this thesis is to provide recommendations 
on how to improve the production efficiency and sustainability of Markisol Holding AB operations. 
 
Research questions 
The main research question is the following, with two sub research questions formulated in order 
to answer the main one. 
 
How could a lean and Sustainable production roadmap be created for a medium sized 
manufacturer? 

 
RQ (1): How could the Value Stream Mapping be used in a medium sized manufacturer to reduce 
the sources of waste in production? 
 
RQ (2): How could the production in a medium sized manufacturer be assessed with respect to 
the overarching socio-ecological sustainability principles? 
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Approaches and methods 
The research was designed as a case study, where a mix of quantitative and qualitative methods 
was used for data collection and analysis. The quantitative methods mainly consist of time and 
work in progress measurements, while the qualitative methods included interviews, dialogues, and 
observations.  
 
Different methods and tools were used at different parts of the work in order to fulfil the thesis 
purpose. VSM was used to provide a blueprint of the production processes, and improve the 
production performances. A mix of Sustainability Life Cycle Analysis (SLCA), and Sustainability 
Compliance Index (SCI) was used to uncover the sustainability challenges and enhance the 
sustainability performances. 
 
Results and discussion 
The first parts of the results in this case study describes how the value stream mapping can be used 
to visualize the material and information flow, from the reception of materials from suppliers until 
the shipment of finished goods in a medium sized manufacturer. Taking into consideration all the 
processes the product goes through in the production floor on a door to door level. 
 
Through interviewing the customer, the value was defined as the delivery time and costs. 
Accordingly, the value added and non-value added activities in the production could be determined 
at a later stage in the analysis. Afterwards, a product family was selected, and mapping the current 
state VSM for the analysed product took place. It is found that the value added time is about 3.2 
hours out of the production lead time which is 228.8 hours. To improve the situation, analysing the 
VSM was performed according to the eight guiding questions from the VSM literature, combined 
with the process level wastes analysis in order to identify the sources of waste and maximize the 
improvement potentials. The amount of waste was surprising, with the majority of wastes classified 
under the following categories; incorrect processing, unnecessary motion and waiting. Finally, a 
future state map was proposed with the adequate improvements indicated.  
 
In the second part of this case study results and analysis, a combination of tools has been utilized 
to assess the production with regards to the sustainability principles. The SLCA tool was adopted 
to explore how the current production lines appear from a strategic sustainability perspective 
through the questions/answers template. For each sustainability principle a set of questions was 
created to provide a holistic understanding of the current situation. Interviews with management 
and production were conducted to fill the SLCA template. The answers were then analyzed further 
using the Sustainability Compliance Index matrix. The current level of compliance was found to 
be on an excellent level (SCI 9), good level (SCI 6) for the second and third ecological 
sustainability principles respectively, which is related to the buildup chemicals produced by 
society, and degradation of nature by physical means. However, lower but acceptable compliance 
levels (SCI 3) were revealed for the first ecological principle concerned with buildup of substances 
extracted from the earth crust and the social sustainability principles. Respectively, higher future 
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sustainability levels could be attained in the production. Suggestions were provided to shift the 
case company from a relatively low level into an excellent and high compliance levels for the first 
and social sustainability principles respectively. 
 
Production and sustainability performance suggestions were analyzed and discussed with the 
production development and the management to assure their feasibility and applicability. 
Accordingly, a roadmap was provided to the case company with clear milestones and actions 
distributed on one year, the summary of the main improvements can be seen in the below table, 

 
Expected improvements in key production and sustainability performances 

Performance indicator Current Future Increase/ decrease % 
Lead time (hours) 228.8 83.8 - 63.4% 
Non-value added time (hours) 225.6 80.6 - 64.2% 
Production renewables (%) 10.4 % 100% + 89.6% 
Internal transportation 
renewables (%) 

25% 100% + 75% 

CO2 emissions (Kg CO2eq) 112,600 0 - 100% 
Fabric scrap recyclability (%) 0% 67% + 67% 

 
Furthermore, the social aspects regarding employee satisfaction, teamwork and group dynamics 
will be enhanced by introducing the rotational system, better ergonomics at working stations and 
the safety plan.  
 
Conclusion 
The used tools for the lean and sustainability assessment proved to satisfy the intended purpose of 
assessing the production according to the lean and sustainability principles for a medium sized 
manufacturer. The lean parameters can be considered as operational indicators for sustainability. 
However, the lean efforts alone are not sufficient to cope with today´s evolving trends and the 
increased sustainability requirements. To be able to cope with it, it is essential to complement the 
lean initiatives with a sustainability assessment effort to generate ultimate improvement potentials. 
The taken approach and analysis through building the roadmap was found to be effective through 
comparing it to the management´s expectations and perceptions of the approach, and to both 
quantitative and qualitative measures from the literature. These comparisons indicate that the 
developed guidelines are feasible and within the capabilities of medium sized manufacturers, 
further it holds substantial improvement potentials in their journey towards being a lean and 
sustainable manufacturers. 
 
The guidelines for developing the lean and sustainable production roadmap in medium sized 
manufacturers are presented in the below figure.  
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Lean and Sustainable production roadmap development guidelines 

 
The findings of this work is seen to be of high generalizability to other medium sized manufacturers 
seeking to increase their production and sustainability performances. Further research and more 
empirical case studies are needed in the area of lean and sustainable manufacturing. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter presents the trends affecting the western manufacturing industry today, and their 
effect on medium sized manufacturers, followed by the need for improving the production 
processes. Afterwards, the overall aim, purpose, research questions, and limitations are presented. 
 
The current competitive and global nature of international markets in addition to the raised 
sustainability awareness across different sectors forced companies to adopt to the changing set of 
competitive rules of the game. The manufacturing sector is a key factor for the prosperity of nations 
and a main source for development and innovation. To cope with the competitiveness of the 
manufacturing industry, Western factories were always obliged to adapt to new challenges and 
trends (Herrmann et al, 2014, p.290). Three evolving trends are of particular importance for the 
Western manufacturing industry today; globalization, increased customer demands, and the rising 
sustainability challenge (Charpentier, 2007, p.84-89). 
 
Globalization 
Globalization is defined as the process of expanding to exist throughout the entire world. It is 
caused by three main factors; technological, economical and political. Technological factors are 
related to the computers, internet and telecommunication fields, the economical ones are related to 
the ability of accessing other markets, while the political factors are closely linked to the 
economical with being able to create free markets (Borowiecki and Siuta-Tokarska, 2010, p.53-
55). The trend of globalization is forcing companies to increase their competitiveness, some 
companies started producing their goods in lower labor cost countries to compete in the dense 
market of newly emerging competitors. Western Europe countries and companies realized the 
importance of increasing productivity while decreasing labor costs per unit (Bisson, et al, 2010, 
p.2-7).  
 
The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita is a result of productivity improvements, more than 
67% of productivity growth in the history came from innovations in products and processes, which 
leads to the conclusion that increasing productivity will reduce the labor cost per unit, and increase 
the company´s competitiveness. Respectively, companies are forced to rethink their manufacturing 
processes due to globalization and the increased market competition (Goh, 2006, p.115-122). 
 
Increased customer demands 
The second trend is the fact of the increased customer demands, four main factors affect the 
competitiveness of a company which are the costs, quality, flexibility and delivery performances.  
 
Each of these four factors generates customer value, customers are demanding for higher quality 
of products at lower cost within a shorter delivery time. Having shorter lead times increases the 
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process flexibility for the customer and create spaces for innovative design that will lead to new 
creative solutions (Stock et al.1998, p.37-42).  
 
From a company’s perspective, to cope with this increased demand an option is to build higher 
stocks so the products are shipped to the customer directly upon order. Anyhow, the increased 
customization of products made this strategy ineffective. Furthermore, the higher variety of 
products, the larger stock needed becomes, which directly increase inventory expenditure and 
holding costs (Wilson and Delaney, 2003, p.16-26). 
 
Another approach is to decrease the work in progress levels as it is directly related to the time a 
product remains in a steady state and to the average interval of production output. Decreasing work 
in progress, processes cycle time and lead time result in shorter delivery times and better 
responsiveness to customer demands (Melton, 2005, p.671-672). 
 
Rising sustainability challenge 
Sustainability is the endurance of systems and processes, it is the ability of an activity to continue 
indefinitely (Santillo, 2007, p.61). The population growth and development of industry are leading 
the society towards an unsustainable course. Human society is considered as an open subsystem 
within the biosphere system, protecting the biosphere to sustain the system is the critical basis of 
human survival within the biosphere system. In order for the society to continue its prosperity in 
the future, it has to overcome the socio-ecological problems and challenges in order to reach the 
state of being a socially and ecologically sustainable society (Robert et al. 2010, p.7). 
 
Organizations as subsystems of the human society, contribute to the society violations of the 
sustainability principles, therefore for an organization that wants to move into a sustainable society 
it should not contribute into the following; 
 

 Concentrations of substances extracted from the earth´s crust, 
 Concentrations of substances produced by society, 
 Degradation by physical means, 
 People are not subject to conditions that systematically undermine their capacity to meet 

their needs (Robert et al. 2010, p.10; Ny et al. 2006, p.64; Broman and Robèrt 2015, p.3-
8). The social sustainability principle has been recently developed into five distinct 
principles, illustrating that people are not subjected to systematic barriers to their integrity, 
influence, competence, impartiality and meaning (Missimer, 2013, p.34). 

 
 
The third trend of the rising sustainability awareness and the increased global demands for natural 
resources and the collateral challenges that comes with it are posing a great task for the 
manufacturing sector to rethink their production processes, such as using more renewable energies, 

http://www.emeraldinsight.com/action/doSearch?ContribStored=Stock%2C+G+N
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heading towards zero emissions and providing a safe and collaborative working environment 
(Herrmannet.al,2014,p.283). 
 
Effects on medium sized manufacturers  
The above mentioned trends are affecting an important group of companies which are medium 
sized manufacturers. Small and medium manufacturers represent around 99% of the business in 
Europe, and account for more than two third of the private sector jobs, furthermore they contribute 
to more than half of the value added in the European Union (Goh, 2006, p.110-118).  
 
Medium manufacturers usually have a limited ability to negotiate prices and delivery terms with 
their customers and suppliers with the aim of improving prices and working capital. Building a 
strong economy, while protecting the fragile environment is indeed a challenge, which raises the 
need to rapidly adapt to the external changes of increased customer demands and globalization 
while aiming for a higher degree of sustainability. Therefore, medium sized manufacturers should 
strive for improving their production processes to compete and survive in the market (Herrmann 
et. al, 2014, p.283).  
 
Improving production processes 
A commonly applied philosophy to improve production processes is called lean thinking, lean 
manufacturing is a philosophy of continuous improvement that seeks to eliminate wasteful 
activities which consume resources but does not add value to the customer. In the manufacturing 
system wastes are categorized in seven types as following: Inventory, Transportation, Over-
Processing, Over-Production, Movement, Waiting, and Defects (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.143-
158; Liker, 2004, p.28), while Liker (2004) adds another waste category as unused employee 
creativity (Liker, 2004, p.28). The ultimate goal of eliminating these wastes is to reduce the 
manufacturing costs, reducing the production lead time allowing for faster customer 
responsiveness, and improving the quality of the product (Womack and Jones 1996, p.143-158; 
Melton and Trish, 2005, p.663).  
 
A powerful methodology of lean management in the process of continuous improvement is value 
stream mapping (VSM) with known applications for large production systems. VSM is used to 
create a current map of the manufacturing process that captures important metrics, such as process 
cycle times, changeover times, and the amount of inventory between processes along with 
production and information flows (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.15-17). Afterwards, potential 
improvement areas can be identified and a future state map is developed.  Once the benefits are 
visualized and improvements identified, other lean tools could be used to implement the 
improvements (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.35-37). 
 
However, traditional lean manufacturing tools do not account for environmental and societal 
benefits. To increase the benefits associated with lean efforts it needs to be strengthen and 
combined with sustainability efforts. Several approaches and tools emerged in the sustainable 
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development field over the years to assess and enhance the environmental impacts such as cleaner 
production and a framework for strategic sustainable development (FSSD), Life cycle assessment 
(LCA), in addition to many Eco-tools such as matrices, guidelines, etc. However, most of these 
tools do not suit small-medium enterprises, as they are too complex and time consuming, which is 
probably due to the fact that they have been developed for larger companies (Broman and Hallstedt, 
2001, p.2; Simboli et al. 2014, p.186). Furthermore, the lack of empirical studies is limiting their 
diffusion as support tools, especially in the case of small-medium enterprises (Simboli et al. 2014, 
p.188).  
 
1.1 Overall aim and purpose 
 
Recently, the modern manufacturing systems are expected to be lean and sustainable, in order for 
medium sized manufacturers to achieve goals like being competitive, responsive to the increased 
customer demands, in addition to responding to the rising sustainability challenge, it is important 
to provide them with methods and tools within their capabilities and hold substantial improvement 
potentials.  
 
The overall aim of this thesis is to investigate how medium sized manufacturers can increase their 
production efficiency and move strategically towards sustainability. Thus, provide them with 
guidance to improve their production and sustainability performances using appropriate and 
adopted tools from the literature of lean manufacturing and sustainable development. 
 
The research took place at a medium sized company, Markisol Holding AB. The company prepares 
to introduce lean production into its operations with the aim of increasing production efficiency, 
and has an open eye for sustainability improvements in order to keep with the competitive market 
and their home furnishing retailer customer demands. However, there is a need for a more 
structured view on what is going on inside the production and what can be enhanced there from 
both the lean and sustainability point of view.  Thus a primary purpose of this thesis is to provide 
recommendations on how to improve the production efficiency and sustainability of Markisol 
operations. 
 
1.2 Research questions  
 
Based on the overall aim and purpose of this research, the following research question have been 
formulated in order to explore the area of combining lean and sustainability on the operational level 
for medium sized manufacturers. 
 
How could a lean and sustainable production roadmap be created for a medium sized 
manufacturer? 
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In order to answer the main research question, two sub-research questions have been developed as 
following: 
 
RQ (1): How could the Value Stream Mapping be used in a medium sized manufacturer to reduce        
the sources of waste in production? 
 
RQ (2): How could the production in a medium sized manufacturer be assessed with respect to            
the overarching socio-ecological sustainability principles? 
 
1.3 Limitations  
 
Productivity improvement can be achieved through different approaches such as the theory of 
constraints (TOC) total quality management (TQM), and the lean philosophy. This work will be 
based on the lean philosophy, as the other approaches are outside the thesis scope.  
 
The thesis will focus in general on discontinuous flow companies, as a great portion of lean theory 
is concerned with this type of manufacturing flows. Furthermore, it has a focus on companies with 
productivity and sustainability performances concerns. 
The work at the case company will be limited to the door to door operations; from order delivery 
to factory, to shipping from the factory, and will not examine the complete value stream from raw 
materials to end user, see Figure 1.1 
 

Figure 1.1: Value flow production processes for Markisol Holding AB 
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1.4 Outline 
The thesis consists of nine chapters divided as the following, 
 
Chapter 1, the thesis starts with the introductory chapter, where a background of the trends affecting 
medium sized manufacturers is presented, which highlight the need for improving the production 
processes, followed by the overall aim, purpose, and the research questions. Further a brief case 
company presentation and the context of its situation currently is presented, and delimitations 
explained.  
 
Chapter 2, Literature review, with a focus on lean production, Value Stream Mapping, and the lean 
effects. Furthermore, the chapter includes some approaches and tools for sustainable development, 
with emphasis on Sustainable Life Cycle Assessment. 
 
Chapter 3, Methodology, describes the used research methods, it illustrates the research approach, 
data collection methods, how the research analysis was conducted, and the research quality 
considerations. 
 
Chapter 4, Value Stream Mapping results and analysis, includes the VSM preparations of selecting 
a product family and identifying value. It includes the current state VSM analysis which results in 
the future state VSM. 
 
Chapter 5, Sustainability Life Cycle results and analysis, consists of the SLCA questions and 
answers template to uncover the current sustainability situation, that is analyzed using the 
Sustainability Compliance Index to determine the current and future levels of compliance. 
 
Chapter 6, lean and sustainable production roadmap, presents the roadmap with clear actions and 
milestones for the case company, distributed on one year, in addition to the improvement potentials. 
 
Chapter 7, Discussion, it does not only provide a lean and sustainability findings discussion along 
with a general discussion presenting the roadmap development guidelines and comparison to 
measures from literature, but also includes discussions about the chosen methodology, its reliability 
and validity. 
 
Chapter 8, Conclusion, answers for the research questions are provided, with contributions to 
academia and practice illustrated. 
 
Chapter 9, Future work and recommendations, it provides further research suggestions on two 
levels, one for the case company, and one on a more general level. 
 
Lastly, a list of references and appendices is presented. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This chapter presents the theories and principles on which the study is based. The theory first 
comprises an introduction to the lean production, its origin and history. It is further narrowed 
down to the lean tools and methods, primarily the Value Stream Mapping. This is followed by 
presenting the positive and negative effects of lean. Afterwards, the sustainable development theory 
is presented with focus on the Framework of Strategic Sustainable Development and the 
Sustainability Life Cycle Analysis tool. 
 
2.1 Manufacturing history 
 
For centuries manufacturing had been mainly done through the craft manufacturing strategies, were 
highly skilled labor with simple tools were used to hand build products to meet the customer exact 
demands. Resulting in high manufacturing costs, highly customized products, and low production 
volume, were two products with the same technical specification would rarely look the same 
(Womack et al. 1990, p. 138). 
 
After World War I, at the beginning of the 20th century Henry Ford introduced the innovative 
concept of mass production as an alternative to craft production, were narrowly skilled workers 
design products made by unskilled or semi-skilled labor to produce a user friendly product with 
parts that are interchangeable and easy to fit together. The concept started by allowing assemblers 
to do one task at a time by moving from one product to the next, which later was developed to 
products being moved between assemblers with the introduction of the world first assembly line. 
This allowed for a major decrease in cycle time, which later allowed for reduced inventory, work 
between processes, and lower costs per product. Furthermore, Ford succeeded in reducing the set 
up times dramatically by using one task machines with a close sequence to achieve a maximum 
output. The goal of mass production is to satisfy the market demand by enhancing the productivity 
through the application of interchangeable parts, specialized working techniques. (Womack et al. 
1990, p. 138-143; Björkman, 1996, p.25-27). 
 
In 1950s, more than 30 years after the high volume mass production introduction, the concept was 
adopted in many manufacturing companies, which made it a common place in the market and it 
was no longer bringing any competitive advantage for manufacturers. By the year 1980 mass 
production work was continued to be found unrewarding for manufacturers, the situation of 
stagnant production system would have continued if a new motor industry had not already emerged 
in Japan; Toyota (Womack et al. 1990, p.45-46). 
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2.1.1 Toyota production system 
 
The Toyota production system (TPS) was initiated in the 1920´s and 1930´s by Sakichi Toyoda 
and his son, Kiichiro Toyoda, who wanted to adopt the mass production techniques, which acquires 
expensive production means to enable the production of large batch sizes of products in order to 
spread the large investment over enough products. However, the capital constraints along with the 
relatively small market of Japan prevented Toyota from becoming a mass producer (Holweg, 2007, 
p.422; Bellgran and Säfsten, 2009, p.27). 
 
The Toyoda family came up with ideas of Jidoka; automated machines stopping whenever a 
mistake is made so no bad parts are passed to interrupt the downstream flow, and the idea of Just-
In-Time (JIT); a pull system to assure that only the needed parts are made.  Taihci Ohno, who was 
the factory manager, brought the two ideas together in the late 1940´s and continued during Ohno´s 
entire employment at Toyota until the late 1970´s. Nevertheless, his work is still an ongoing process 
in the company (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.232). 
 
Ohno had his most fundamental insights soon after he was appointed as the factory manager. The 
first insight was related to the workers who spent most of their times watching machines working, 
while a lot of bad parts were allowed to be produced before inspectors discovered them. As a 
solution he presented a set of switches and go/no go gauges to allow for the machines to run without 
human intervention, and would stop immediately if an error was detected (Womack and Jones, 
1996, p.232). 
 
The second insight was related to the fact that even if lots of inventory is held by the company, 
there is always one-part missing. So as a solution he decided to make sure to have each processing 
step frequently went to the previous step to pick up the exact amount of needed parts for the next 
production process. Ohno added a rule that previous step would never produce more parts than the 
next step withdraws, the rule of JIT. The Kanban cards were introduced later in 1953 to formalize 
the system and allow for the information to flow smoothly backwards at the same rate of products 
flowed forward. The quick changeover of tools was the second element to the just in time ideas 
which was presented in 1940, while the dramatic perfection was not attained until the late 1960's 
(Womack and Jones, 1996, p.232). 
 
The third insight was regarding the factory layout. He realized that machines should be moved 
from process villages into cells. The cells should be placed in a horseshoe pattern following the 
exact sequence of the part being made. This required a focus shift from maintenance needs, the 
traditional skill sets and work methods of the workforce, and conventional thinking about scale 
economies, to the needs of the object moving and being manufactured. The focus was on the value 
stream and the launching of the concept “single- piece flow”.  
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This concept resulted in two major benefits, which are the flexibility of adding and subtracting 
workers to meet the customer demand, and reduced the need of JIT links between the company and 
within processes (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.232-233). 
 
Liker (2004) presents the TPS from a different perspective based on his 20 years’ study of Toyota 
in what he refers to as the Toyota Way, where he presents his experiences and reflects on the Toyota 
production system along with the Toyota as a company in different aspects. According to Liker 
(2004) the Toyota way is summarized through four pillars presented in Figure 2.1, which are: 
Philosophy, Process, Problem, People and Partners. At the most fundamental level is the 
Philosophy, that the company should start seeing what is adding value to the customer, society and 
the community and to focus in a long term perspective (Liker, 2004, p.71-84). The second pillar is 
the Process, to focus on the elimination of the waste in the company and trying to increase the 
quality while decreasing the costs of production (Liker, 2004, p.87-91). People and Partners means 
to challenge the employees and partners to grow together, to think of the employees and use them 
in the right way (Liker, 2004, p.173-176). The final P stands for the problem solving related to 
continuous improvement which is often called Kaizen. It means to always identify the root cause 
of the problem and fix it, it presents a challenging atmosphere and a long term vision as an approach 
of Toyota doing business (Liker, 2004, p.270-272). The true value of continuous improvement lies 
in creating an atmosphere of continuous learning which embraces change, this type of atmosphere 
can only be achieved where there is respect for people and forms of teamwork (Liker, 2004, p.173-
176). 
 
Liker (2004) presents the 14 management principles that he believes represents the Toyota Way 
and are the foundation of the Toyota Production System. He divided the four pillars into 14 
principles which are presented to the right of the 4 P model (Liker 2004, p.6-7). 
 

 
Figure 2.1: The 4P model (Liker, 2004, p.6) 
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2.2 Lean production  
 
The last decade manufacturing trends have been influenced to a great extent by the Toyota 
production system (TPS), which is the basis for much of the lean production movements 
worldwide. Lean production, as a term was firstly introduced by Krafcik in 1988 (Bellgran and 
Säfsten, 2009). And it was later introduced wider in The Machine that Changed the World 
(Womack et al., 1990) and Lean Thinking, Banish Waste and Create Wealth in Your Corporation 
(Womack and Jones, 1996). 
 
Lean production is defined as following "a business system for organizing and managing product 
development, operations, suppliers, and customer relations that requires less human effort, less 
space, less capital, less material, and less time to make products with fewer defects to precise 
customer desires, compared with the previous system of mass production" (The lean Enterprise 
Institute, Inc., 2008, p.53). 
 
TPS and lean are similar but are not the same, lean production is a more generic term for the 
principles created in Toyota. According to (Hall, 2004, p.25) TPS and lean differs majorly in the 
focus at the start of the process, the source of the solutions and the level of standardization. TPS is 
a production system of methods and procedures which includes all functions required to 
accumulate the inputs and processes, and deliver the final manufactured product. It takes the 
optimization process at each separate process in order to achieve close to zero defect, while lean 
takes a broader more holistic view, looking at the entire process and identifying main sources of 
waste (Hall, 2004, p.25). 
  
In order to fully utilize the potentials of lean production, it is essential to grasp the concept as a 
whole. Liker (2004) presents the TPS-house shown in Figure 2.2 as a gathering of all the methods 
and tools that integrates and cooperate to form the Toyota Way (Liker 2004, p.32-36). 
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Figure 2.2: TPS-House (Liker, 2004 p.33) 

 
TPS house is illustrated by the main pillars that holds it, first pillar from the side is the Just In Time 
(JIT), a significant concept based on producing the right product at the right time accompanied 
with the right quantity and quality. The second pillar is Jidoka that is an approach toward 
integration automation with human intelligence. The goal is to reduce the cost without increasing 
the production volume that the roof shows (Liker, 2004, p.27-34). Below is a presentation of some 
selected methods and tools. 
 
Just In Time (JIT) 
The first pillar JIT, indicates that if all activities take place just when needed, then the flow become 
more predictable, the strength of JIT is assuring the small quantities production with short lead 
times. It consists of a collection of different principles, tools and techniques which can be 
summarized as following (Liker，2004, p.23-24,204-208): 
 

 Takt time 
 Continuous flow 
 Pull system 
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Jidoka 
The second pillar Jidoka is a common associate to automation. However, it has a deeper meaning 
referring to build in quality and stopping the process if something goes wrong, when the error is 
solved the production can start again. If the process quality is assured, higher productivity is 
achieved since the process needs no controlling or supervision (Liker, 2004, p.129-139). 
 
Jidoka is about automatically stopping when an error occurs, if errors happened they should be 
identified and resolved before more products pass through the same errors. There are different types 
of errors, for the human factor errors a system called Poka-Yoke is built inside the machines to 
provide virtual signs to visualize the error possibility. Another signal system is Andon. This system 
makes it possible for all the employees to stop the line if a fault is identified. It is often combined 
with different types of lamps to visualize at which stations the problems are occurring (Liker, 2004, 
p.136-139).  
 
5 Why 
The 5 Why is an analytic tool that is commonly used for identifying the root cause of a problem. 
The question why? is asked five times in order to explore the root cause of the problem and 
understand which actions should take place for a lasting solution, not just quick short time fixing 
the same problems over and over again. This tool requires a very specific definition of a problem, 
otherwise there might be many causes which cannot be allocated by using the 5 Why (Liker, 2004, 
p.252-254). 
 
Spaghetti Diagram 
The Spaghetti Diagram is a process specific improvement tool. The purpose is to visualize and map 
the physical path which a material or an operator take through a process and thereafter improve the 
route. This is done by illustrating the different cells for each process, then arrows are drawn 
presenting the moved path which looks like spaghetti. Solutions can involve changing the working 
procedure standards, moving tools to an appropriate place or redesigning the layout into a more 
convenient one. Examples of an improved layout is the U-shape for a more efficient manufacturing 
process and easier communication, another example is a straight line or the L- shape depending on 
the situation (Liker, 2004, p.96-97). 
 
Heijunka 
At the bottom of the house there is the need of standardization Heijunka, which means equalization 
of the production program in terms of both volume and variations. According to Liker (2004) the 
main focus for ensuring the continuation of continuous improvement comes from the foundation 
of standardized task. As when employees know exactly their task and the exact way to do it 
according to a documented description, it leads to easier discussion of how smaller improvements 
of the workstation can be made. More flexible production program is needed to be able for keeping 
the system stable and the stock minimal (Liker, 2004, p.27-42). 
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Kaizen  
Kaizen is the Japanese expression for "improve for the better". It is concerned with the daily efforts 
to constantly improve the process of a company, it makes value-added improvements in the 
manufacturing regardless how big or small the changes are, striving for the lean objectives of 
removing all waste that increases cost without adding any value. Kaizen focus to teach smaller 
group to work efficiently to resolve improvements for value adding solutions.  Furthermore, it 
depends on the interaction between the employees and management departments. The management 
should always seek for continuous improvements because the processes in production is never seen 
as perfect, there are always improvements to strive towards (Liker, 2004, p.275-304). 
 
Visual management 
At the house base there is the visual management concept, evolving around making it easy for 
people to know if they are working according to standard or not. Visual management is an 
improvement tool that utilizes visual aids such as charts, boards, signs and visual cues to help the 
organization to focus on targets and objectives. The employees should always have a focus on their 
working station and simple visual systems needs to support the flow. The simpler, the more 
transparent and obvious the better. The employee should easily identify if the work is according to 
the standards or not. Liker (2004) believes that visual management complements humans. 
However, he mentions that today's technology is striving for the opposite by replacing humans with 
computers, the Toyota "old" physical human system might have some challenges of 
competitiveness (Liker, 2004, p.149-150, 152-158). 
 
5S 
It is about the working appearance and how to avoid common problems, it is a tool to maintain 
order in a company. This method aims to improve the working area efficiency by strictly selecting 
the essential materials for the workstation. The selected materials are given a specific location close 
to the operator as necessary. Non-essential materials are to be placed in less prominent locations in 
the workstation. As a result of this tool, the transition between employees takes place in a better 
way because of the stricter structure of where and how every tool should be handled (Liker, 2004, 
p.36, 150-152). The 5 `S`s stands for the following, 
 

1. Seiri (sorting) 
Separate rarely used items from used ones, keep rarely used items further away. 

2. Seiton (Structuring) 
Decide permanent places for items and tools which suits frequently of usage. 

3. Seiso (Cleaning) 
Clean and ensure an environment that is safe and where things are visible. 

4. Seiketsu (Standardizing) 
Standardize the work in a way that the three previous principles are always followed. 
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5. Shitsuke (Self-discipline) 
To make sure routines are followed, it is good to have rewards for good performances. 
(Liker, 2004, p.36, 150-152) 
 

People and teamwork  
According to Liker (2004) the focus areas when implementing lean is the process optimization, 
therefore many companies concentrate more in the lean tools and Muda waste reduction rather than 
the other aspects of people, partners and teamwork. However, Womack and Jones (1996) 
emphasize that for the lean transformation to be successful in the long term the lean thinking should 
be taught. The workforce needs to be trained in the skills required for the next phase of 
implementation, lean learning and policy deployment have to be synchronized so that the needed 
knowledge is supplied just in time, with everyone learning the same approach to problem solving 
and experiencing the continuous learning benefits (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.264). Furthermore, 
for a successful transformation it is important that top managers and the lean implementation team 
regularly visit the shop floor and keep an open dialogue with the workers (Womack and Jones, 
1996, p.253). 
  
Through the lean transformation it is essential to have everyone on board, the whole management 
should act as one hand in the lean efforts in order to avoid sending opposite messages to the workers 
during the process of becoming lean (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.260). Furthermore, Womack and 
Jones (1996) emphasize on the importance of making everything transparent to communicate the 
lean accomplishments, this can be done through measuring the rate of improvements in internal 
performances and sharing it with everyone including operators (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.263). 
 
According to Liker (2004) problem solving is crucial for becoming a learning organization. 
Consensus is important for any process striving for improvement, without it the employees teams 
will not work, it is important to engage all the responsible persons like the operators for making 
improvements of each processes (Liker. 2004, p.87-92,113-125). 
 
After three to four years of transforming to lean, the change becomes evident in the organization 
and it is time to lead suppliers and customers into the same transformation process of converting 
to Lean. The only way to achieve that is by helping the suppliers and customers to fix their 
production, product development and so on (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.266). 
 
2.3 Five principles of becoming lean 
 
Womack and Jones (1996, p.10-11) present the five principles of becoming lean as the following, 

 Specify value: Value has to be defined by a specific product, service or a combination of 
both from the customer perspective. Identifying value can be best done by direct 
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communication with the customer, as defining the right value from the customer 
perspective is necessary to identify the right needs. (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.10) 

 Identify the value stream: The principle is founded on identifying and mapping the value 
streams starting from the raw materials to the end customer. For any business the process 
involves groups of three different missions. First group is the problem solving task 
including all the steps from a start point of a concept to the launching. Second is physical 
transformation from the raw material into the last step for the finished product. Third is the 
entire planning and management task including organizing all the activities that is needed 
to fulfill the orders and organizing the problem solving tasks. The best way to visualize a 
value stream is to create a value stream map (VSM) which is illustrated in details in section 
2.4.1 (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.10). 

 Make value flow without interruptions: This principle can only be performed once the value 
has been defined by the customer and the value stream has been mapped. Flow is created 
by avoiding queues and preventing barriers which allows the production to flow from the 
raw materials into the arms of the customer (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.10). 

 Let the customer Pull value from the producer: This principle is concerned with not 
producing any products upstream unless there is a demand for them by the customer 
downstream. This creates an ability to schedule and produce the exact amount of products 
or services that is requested, avoiding inventory and overproduction. This principle cannot 
work if the previous three principles are not implemented (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.11). 

 Pursue Perfection: Perfection starts when the other principles start to interact with each 
other in a circle. Striving towards perfection plays an important role for ensuring value. 
Womack and Jones (1996) state that "perfection is like infinity. Trying to envision it (and 
to get there) is actually impossible, but the effort to do so provides inspiration and direction 
essential to making progress along the path" (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.94). So 
Perfection is not permanent, but it can rather be set as a target to achieve that will constantly 
be maintained by continuous improvement (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.260).  

 
2.3.1 Value and wastes 
 
At the heart of the lean is the two concepts of value and waste, the focus should always be towards 
creating value for the customer and eliminate wastes. The first type of waste is known as Muda, 
and refers to the non-value added activities, Muda is categorized in the following eight groups,  
 

 Over production: Producing items for which no order exists, which leads to excess 
inventory, overstaffing, and possibly obsolescence of products (Liker, 2004, p.28; Womack 
and Jones, 1996, p.6). 

 Waiting: Workers waiting for the next process to start or simply having no work because 
of stock outs, machine downtime, and capacity bottlenecks. In addition to processed parts 
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waiting in boxes for the next step as not all parts from the batch have been processed at this 
step (Liker, 2004, p.28; Womack and Jones, 1996, p.6). 

 Transport: Moving materials, parts or finished goods into or out of the storage or between 
processes, carrying work in process (WIP) for long distances, and creating inefficient 
transport (Liker, 2004, p.28; Womack and Jones, 1996, p.6). 

 Incorrect processing: Taking unneeded steps to process the parts, due to poor tool and 
product design. Causing unnecessary motion and producing defects (Liker, 2004, p.28; 
Womack and Jones, 1996, p.6). 

 Unnecessary inventory: Excess raw material, WIP, or finished goods causing longer lead 
times, obsolescence, damaged goods, transportation, storage costs, and delay. Which also 
leads to hidden problems such as production imbalances, late deliveries from suppliers, 
defects, equipment downtime, and long set up times (Liker, 2004, p.28; Womack and Jones, 
1996, p.6). 

 Unnecessary movement: Any wasted motion employees have to perform during the course 
of their work, such as looking for, reaching for, or stacking parts of tools, and walking 
(Liker, 2004, p.28; Womack and Jones, 1996, p.6). 

 Defects: Production of defective parts, repair or rework, scrap, replacement production and 
inspection mean wasteful handling, time, and effort (Liker, 2004, p.28; Womack and Jones, 
1996, p.6). 

 Unused employee creativity: Losing time, ideas, skills, improvements, and learning 
opportunities by not engaging or listening to the employees (Liker, 2004, p.28). 

 
In the lean manufacturing all actions can be categorized into one of the following categories where 
value is defined as exactly what is needed to transform the product into what the customer wants. 
Womack and Jones (1996) argue that value is the critical starting point in lean production, and that 
it can only be defined by the customer. After the customer defines what value is, it is up to the 
manufacturer to know the expectations of the customer and apply characteristics and processes to 
increase value (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.6). 
 

 Actions that are value added, which adds to the form or function of the activity that the 
customer is willing to pay for. 

 Actions that do not create value for the customer, and therefore can be eliminated 
immediately. 

 Actions that are non-value added but currently is necessary to the process and thus cannot 
be eliminated. An example of it is the transportation of parts to another production hall as 
the production there includes toxic materials that pose a risk for employees. However, in 
the Toyota Way by Liker (2004) there is only VA and NVA activities, because the borders 
will otherwise be blurred out. If something is considered necessary, anything could be 
deemed necessary when choosing the right circumstances.  Therefore, VA and NVA 
classification is a more lean approach (Liker, 2004, p.28-34). 
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The following Figure 2.3 illustrates the value added (VA) and non-value adding (NVA) activities 
examples. 

 
Figure 2.3: Separating waste from value (Liker, 2004, p.30) 

 
In addition to Muda, there are two other types of wastes. Mura which is unevenness and is 
concerned with the production capacity not adopting to demand fluctuations known as unevenness; 
resulting in having materials, people and equipment on hand to cope with the highest level of 
production (Liker, 2004, p.114). The third type of waste is Muri, which means unreasonableness 
and is concerned as the other side of the Muda spectrum, resulting in overburdening people or 
equipment. Both Muri and Muda can be a result of Mura (Liker, 2004, p.114). 
 
2.4 Value stream 
 
Rother and Shook (2009) define a Value Stream as all the activities both value added and non-
value added that are currently required to take a product from raw materials to customer. Further 
the authors state that considering a value stream perspective means working on the big picture, not 
focusing only on individual processes, it involves improving the whole rather than optimizing the 
parts (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.1-3). 
 
Every company needs to work on constantly improving its share of value creation in relation to 
non-value adding activities. This can be done in two distinctive ways, the first way is to prevent 
and reduce waste, and the second one is by optimizing and reducing the value-time (Rother and 
Shook, 2009, p.91). Rother and Shook (2009) presents the relation between the products and value 
streams as; "Whenever there is a product for a customer, there is also a Value Stream. The 
challenge lies in seeing it." (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.91). 
 
One of the key steps in lean system is providing a good understanding over the value stream in 
order to be able to find and reduce the wasted steps and ease the flow in the value stream. One of 
the tools which has been used widely for that purpose is value stream mapping (Womack and Jones, 
2003, p.114). 
 

Timeline

Fetch tools Machining Queuing Setup Turning Control Waiting

Value- adding time Non-value-adding time 
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2.4.1 Value stream mapping (VSM)  
 
Rother and Shook (2009) introduces the value stream mapping in their book as the paper and pencil 
method that helps to see and understand the different materials and information flows through the 
product value stream, it facilitates the identification of value and the sources of waste, and acts as 
a blueprint for lean implementation (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.2). 
 
The primary purpose of the VSM method is to broaden the perspective from a narrow focus on 
improvements in individual processes to a view of the entire production system. The focus is on 
the efficiency of the flow rather than the individual processes efficiency, VSM can be performed 
on one of the following levels (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.10). 
 

 Flow level: Stands for internal flow from door to door. 
 Supply chain: Stands for suppliers, factory and customer.  

 
A value stream map analysis is performed in three main steps. At the beginning, a product family 
is selected, in the second step a map is created for the existing value stream also known as the 
"current state". The third step is to analyze the current state map according to the principles of lean, 
and draw a desired future value stream map; known as the "future state". The VSM can be 
facilitated through the following steps as shown in Figure 2.4 (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.7). 
 

 
Figure 2.4 Value-Stream Mapping Steps (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.7) 

 
Step (1): Identify the product family 
To get started with the value stream mapping process, it must be disaggregated to the level of the 
specific product. In order to do this, one must start with the furthest point downstream that needs 
to be mapped and define families of product at this point.  
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A product family is a group of products that pass through similar processing step and over common 
equipment in the processes (Womack and Jones, 2003, p.10). Subsequently, the analysis 
boundaries are determined, which means to choose the level of details the analysis is to be carried 
on; either the flow or supply chain level. 
 
It is best to start with an activity that is important for the company, but which at the current state is 
performing poorly. Therefore, it has an incentive not to fail, it helps allocating resources that are 
hidden in the company and it has high improvement potentials (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.253). 
 
Step (2): Mapping of current state 
After the product family is set, mapping of the current state takes place. The mapping process 
begins with a quick walk along the value stream to understand the flow, draw the processes and 
level of inventory. Once the understanding of the flow is sufficient, documentation process starts. 
There are two types of flows for each value stream; the material flow and the information flow. 
The material flow is placed from left to right in the lower portion of the map, and the information 
flow is placed in the upper part from right to left. Next step is to collect the detailed facts about 
each process such as lead time, cycle time, changeover time, scrap rate, and number of employees, 
and other relevant information (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.12-36; Womack and Jones, 2003, p.30). 
The value flow is then summarized with a timeline below the material flow indicating the total 
production lead time, with the value added and non-value added activities times summed and 
compared to the lead time (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.26-28). 
 
After mapping the material flow, the information flow is presented on the map, which includes the 
frequency of orders, e.g. daily, weekly, monthly and also how the information is transmitted inside 
the facility and between the facility and its suppliers and customers (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.20-
23. An example of the current state VSM is shown in Figure 2.5 below, with VSM icons presented 
in Appendix A.  
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Figure 2.5: Example of a current state VSM (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.96-97) 

 
Step (3): Developing future state  
This step includes the analysis of the current state map based on the lean principles which will 
result in developing the future state. The analysis of the current state allows the identification of 
waste and suggests improvements (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.30). To reduce the waste and 
develop a future state map that is lean, a set of seven guidelines and eight guiding questions 
developed by Rother and Shook (2009) should be followed. The seven guidelines are presented 
below (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.50). 
 

1. Produce according to takt time.  
 

Takt time is a reference number, giving a sense of the rate at which a process should be 
producing, namely; 

𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =  
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦

𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦
 

 
(Rother and Shook, 2009, p.38) 
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Producing according to takt is one way of reducing the waste, if the processes have shorter time 
than the takt time there is an overproduction. (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.38) While if the processes 
have longer time than takt time it means that the process are not producing enough. This leads to a 
future state that will strive towards a more even rhythm which is the takt time.  To work according 
to takt, the processes should be distributed so that each process work is just below takt, see Figure 
2.6 (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.54-55). However, if occurring problems cannot be solved within 
takt time, this means that the organization is not ready to operate at takt time yet (Rother and Shook, 
2009, p.87).  

 
Figure 2.6: Example of working according to takt, (Rother & Shook, 2009, p.54-55) 

 
2. Continuous flow wherever possible  

 
Wherever possible, let products flow one piece at a time, instead of in batches. A good approach 
is to begin with a combination of continuous flow and some pull, First In First Out (FIFO) 
lanes, as pure continuous flows would combine the different process boxes into one box which 
will merge their lead times and downtimes in the future state. The FIFO lane has a limited space 
for products, where the supplying process will stop producing if it gets full as can be seen in 
Figure 2.7 (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.39). 

 

 
Figure 2.7: FIFO lane illustration (Rother and shook, 2009, p.42) 
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3. Supermarket if continuous flow is not possible 
 

Continuous flow is not always possible and batching can still be necessary due to the following 
reasons; the cycle time differences between processes, because of the needed changeover, if 
some processes are far away and shipping one piece at a time is not realistic, or if some 
processes are simply too unreliable to couple directly to other processes in a continuous flow 
(Rother and Shook, 2009, p.40). 

 
If this is the case, link the process to their downstream customer and let the downstream process 
pull what it needs, when it needs it, most often via supermarket-based pull system as illustrated 
in Figure 2.8. The supermarket holds a determined set of components that are constantly 
available for withdrawal, since whenever a component is withdrawn, it is replenished by the 
supplying process with the help of Kanban. Kanban is tool of signal cards for controlling the 
flow and production of materials, and it tells what is needed when it is needed. Supermarkets 
are useful where few components are used often and where it will reduce lead time. However, 
it is less useful in the case of expensive components that are rarely used (Rother and Shook, 
2009, p.40-42). 

 

 
Figure 2.8: Supermarket pull system illustration (Rother and shook, 2009, p.40) 

 
4. Schedule the production at one point only 

 
As all the process steps are closely linked either through supermarkets or through continuous 
flows, scheduling the production needs to happen at one specific point in the door to door level 
value stream. This point is called the pacemaker process, the production control at this process 
sets the pace for all the upstream processes (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.43). 

 
5. Level the production mix  

 
If multiple products types are produced in the same flow, it is necessary to mix the production 
of these types as much as possible. The more the production mix is leveled at the pacemaker 
process, the more respondent to different customer requirements the production can be, 
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resulting in a short lead time while holding little finished goods inventory (Rother and Shook, 
2009, p.44). 
 
6.  Level the production volume 

 
Release fixed and small amounts of work into the production department (pacemaker process). 
And simultaneously take away an equal amount of finished goods, which is called "paced 
withdrawal". This allows the production department to understand frequently if they are on 
schedule with their work, and whether they should intervene (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.45-
47). 

 
7. Shorten the change over time  

 
Focusing on shortening the changeover time and running small batches in the upstream 
processes enables a quicker response to changing in the downstream processes. Thereby 
improves stability and allows for a leveled production (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.48). 

 
Linked to the seven guidelines, Rother and Shook (2009) present eight guiding questions that 
should be followed step by step to develop the future state of the process (Rother and Shook, 
2009, p.50). 

 
1. What is the takt time? 
2. Will you build to a finished goods supermarket or directly to shipping? 
3. Where can you use continuous flow processing? 
4. Where will you need to use supermarket pull systems? 
5. At what point will you schedule production? What is the pacemaker process? 
6. How will you level the production mix at the pacemaker process? 
7. What increment of work will you release to the pacemaker process? 
8. What improvements are necessary to enable the implementation of the future state? 

 
By answering these questions, the future state map becomes apparent. The future state is visualized 
in the same manner as the current state with the lead time, value added and non-value added time 
presented below the processes (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.69). An example of a future state map 
can be seen in Figure 2.9. However, the authors highlight the fact that they cannot provide examples 
for every type of value stream, and the main point is to develop a lean solution to fit the own 
business, so a need for customization and suitability study of these questions is needed for each 
case (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.91). 
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Figure 2.9: Example of a future state VSM (Rother & Shook, 2009, p.98-99) 

 
2.5 Effects of lean  
 
Following the fact that creating value for the customer is the absolute essence of lean. This value 
definition from the customer’s perspective allows for decreased lead times, decreased costs, and 
achieving better quality and flexibility (Melton, 2005, p.662-664). Which is reinforced by Arturo 
and Reyes (2014) confirming that lean leads the organizations to goals into the context of 
profitability, efficiency, customer satisfaction, quality and responsiveness (Arturo and Reyes, 
2014, p.18-21). According to Melton (2005) lean thinking exposes bottlenecks in the production 
and inefficient gaps that can be improved (Melton Trish, 2005, p.663-665). Rother and Shook 
(2009) state that both the management and employees play a role in the lean implementation and 
everyone should feel a benefit from it. These benefits take many forms, they can be an increase in 
competitiveness, greater trust between management and employees, or a better working 
environment (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.91). The typical lean benefits are shown in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10: The benefits of lean (Melton Trish, 2005, p.663). 

 
Case study research showed substantial improvements potential as a result of lean practices. In one 
reported case study lean practices lead to a reduction of 18.45% lead time, and a total cost reduction 
of 5% (Sutari, 2015, p.18-29). Another case indicates that the lean methodology allowed for 50% 
reduction in lead time, 25% increase in customer order accuracy, and 30% reduction in inventory 
(Melton, 2005, p.665). In another case study 70% lead time reduction and 90% reduction of work 
in progress levels were reported (Abdulmalek and Rajgopal, p.2007, 227). 
 
On the other hand, various authors expressed skepticism about the lean approach and doubts the 
long lasting competitive advantage it brings to the business. Several critics claim that the success 
statistics of lean implementation are overrated due to neglecting unsuccessful lean efforts (Timco, 
2001, p.80) and the excessive attributing of partial attempts to adopt the lean practices (Needy et 
al, 2002, p.35-39). Which was supported by Adler and Cole (1993) in their argumentation of the 
false reporting of lean implementation results, which was illustrated by the contradicting reports 
even for the same facility, such as the New United Motor Manufacturing Incorporated (NUMMI) 
case (Adler and Cole, 1993, p.85-89). 
 
The American Darius Mehri shares the experiences from working at Toyota automobile company 
from 1996 to 1999, in what he describes as "the darker side of lean", he does not deny the potential 
benefits of applying lean, but debates that it comes with a price in what he calls the "human cost", 
the unsafe working environment and neglecting the workers’ health and safety. TPS in the past 30 
years succeeded in cutting lead times, but the impact on the health and safety of engineers and 
workers were never mentioned, neglecting factors of stress, intimidation and overload to get the 
job done. He continues to criticize the culture of TPS to having no space for open discussions, new 
idea generation, or expressing feelings. In his perspective workers and employees are paying the 
price of the company´s success. "The TPS is certainly lean, but it is also unhealthy and dangerous" 
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"…workers do not even have a second to wipe the sweat off their faces." (Mehri, 2006, p.36-42). 
Nevertheless, other authors show contradicting opinion, who claim that even though the working 
load is relatively high in lean organizations, working conditions are within an acceptable range 
(Adler and Cole, 1993, p.87).  
 
In an extensive survey investigating the effects of lean on employees, results showed that the effects 
on employees are largely dependent on the management behavior and choices rather than the 
intrinsic effects of lean practices (Conti at el., 2006, p.1032). To avoid the lean negative impacts, 
it is important to make sure that the voice of workers is heard and that all internal and external 
stakeholders of the company including the employees are respected. Before pushing the elimination 
of wastes too far it is necessary to assure that it is within the capability of employees. Still some 
challenge is necessary with or without lean to satisfy the organization stakeholders (Moyano-
Fuentes, and Sacristán-Díaz, 2012, p.572). Which is emphasized also by Liker (2004) who 
highlights the need of taking the employees ideas into consideration, the author defines a good 
leader as the one encouraging and appreciating the people not pushing them (Liker, 2004, p.176-
178). Rother and Shook (2009) shares the same perspective and explain that lean value stream 
maps should be developed with respect for people. However, this respect for people should not be 
confused with respect for old habits. Lean value streams include exposing wastes, which means 
that people may have to change habits (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.91).  
 
Finally, one of the problems with lean implementation is that excess people can be laid off, when 
it happens it is vital to deal with these people in an appropriate way. The right thing to do for the 
management is to estimate the needed number of people for the job, cut the workforce to that level, 
and then guarantee that no one ever in the future will lose their job as a consequence of lean 
implementation (Womack and Jones, 1996, p.257). 
 
2.6 Sustainable development 
 
Sustainable development is the path to reach a sustainable society and is defined as "the 
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs" (World Commission on Environment and Development, 
1987). 
 
Organizations as subsystems of the human society, contribute to the society violations of the 
sustainability principles presented earlier in the introduction section. Therefore, for an organization 
that wants to move into a sustainable society it should not contribute into the violation of these 
principles. The situation of the current unsustainable society and the socio-ecological problems can 
be illustrated by the funnel metaphor as shown in Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.11. The sustainable development and the funnel metaphor (Robért et al. 2010, 

p.15). 
 
In this context, the funnel walls represent the declining capacity of the socio-ecological system to 
support human civilization. The unsustainable development path of society will eventually lead to 
exceeding its limitations. Any organization within the society is facing the same limitations, and 
needs to move towards sustainability by avoid hitting the walls of the funnel. Hitting the walls of 
the funnel comes with many drawbacks; as increasing costs for resources, waste management and 
taxes, stricter legislation, loss of reputation, loss of market share and failure to foresee forthcoming 
demands on the market (Robért et al. 2010, p.15).  
 
On the contrast, organizations that makes the right decisions in moving towards sustainability gains 
competitive advantage over its unsustainable competitors. In the form of seven returns for business; 
easier hiring of top talent, higher productivity for employees, higher retention of top talent, reduced 
expenses for manufacturing, reduced expenses at commercial sites, increased revenue and market 
share, and easier financing (Willard, 2012, p.33). The organization contribution to sustainable 
development is known as Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), nowadays organizational 
innovation is a key success factor in the competitive market, and corporate strategy is considered 
as the art of creating value (Zhang et al., 2013, p.200).  
 
Many studies have identified the positive correlation between sustainability and economical 
performances. Peloza (2009) performed an investigation on a sample of 159 studies to explore the 
correlation between financial performance and sustainability, 63% of the studies indicated a 
positive correlation, 15% reported a negative correlation, while the remaining studies found the 
correlation to be nonexistent (Peloza, 2009, p.1520-1521). Klassen and McLaughlin (1996) show 
that environmental performances, determined by environmental management systems has a 
positive impact on the financial performances and the company market value (Klassen and 
McLaughlin, 1996, p. 1199). 
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Many approaches and support tools for sustainability aspects in the industry have been developed 
over the years, such as environmental management systems, eco design, cleaner production, factor 
10, eco design and design for environment, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), a Framework for 
Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD), and a Sustainability Life Cycle Assessment (SLCA), 
also called Strategic Life Cycle Management (SLCM) in previous research (Hallstedt, 2013, p.3). 
Some of these approaches are illustrated in the following sections. 
 
2.6.1  Cleaner production 
 
Cleaner production (CP) is defined as "A process of continuous improvement that aims at the 
efficient use of natural resources avoiding environmental impacts of processes, products or 
services, generating economic benefits and organizational change." (Vieira, Leticia Canal and 
Fernando Goncalves Amaral, 2015). Another definition from the United Nations Environment 
Program (UNEP) who defines CP as “The continuous application of an integrated preventive 
environmental strategy to process, products, and services so as to increase efficiency and reduce 
risks on human and the environment”. CP deals with the root cause of the environmental problems 
through an integrated package of improvements at the different stages of a process and a product 
life cycle (UCPC, 2004).  
 
CP follows a precautionary approach to reduce environmental wastes and waste generation. 
Environmental wastes typically include energy, water, raw materials consumed in excess of what 
is needed to meet customer needs, pollutants and material wastes released into the environment, 
such as air emissions, wastewater discharges, hazardous wastes, and solid wastes such as trash and 
scrap, hazardous substances that adversely affect human health or the environment during their use 
in production or their presence in products (EPA 2007). 
 
In 1989 the Cleaner Production Program (UNEP-DTIE) was introduced with the aim of minimizing 
waste and emissions to gain more production efficiency to promote the sustainability awareness 
and decrease costs, as all environmental wastes reduction result in reduction of costs (Luken et. al, 
2016). 
 
2.6.1.1 CP Initiatives and tools 
 
The focus of cleaner production is towards dealing with the sources of the pollution, as seen in 
Figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.12: Clean technology initiatives in the production process (OECD, 2008). 

 
In CP the production processes are investigated for opportunities of decreasing the environmental 
pollution. Ashford (1994) categorizes the initiatives that can be taken to achieve CP into five 
groups.  

 Housekeeping; is the simplest to apply by taking appropriate managerial and operational 
actions, and can be as simple as better inventory management, better monitoring and 
scheduling of production processes, and actions to prevent leaks and spills.  

 Increase resource and energy efficiency utilization through process optimization. It can be 
done through rearranging the machines to become more sustainable. 

 Substitution of harmful raw materials and resources in the production process. 
 New technologies implementation that fosters material use, waste and emissions reduction.  
 Change the product design depending on how the production process can be made less 

environmentally harmful (Ashford, 1994). 
 
Cleaner production application can be facilitated and applied by the use of different tools that are 
mainly classified in five categories: Flow analysis tools, quality tools, accounting analysis tools, 
TRIZ tools, and other tools (Vieira et. al, 2015). 
 
Flow analysis tools  
The tool is used to find wastage in the process, and then locate points of action for CP programs, 
energy consumption can be analyzed along with the flow of materials, afterwards modifications 
for reuse and recovery can be identified based on the results analysis (Staniskis, 2011, p.1-22). 
 
Quality tools 
Total quality management (TQM) is another tool to facilitate cleaner production application, due 
to the fact that it sees pollution as a defect in the quality, which is equal to wastage of resources 
and considers the minimization of wastes from the original source.  
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Deltas et al. (2014) emphasizes that TQM creates a channel of communication between the 
managers and the shop floor, which in turn facilitate the teamwork between functions which is an 
important aspect of cleaner production (Deltas, 2014, p.465-468).  
 
Accounting analysis tools 
The use of accounting analysis approaches can be used to evaluate the economic performance of 
the CP programs. Furthermore, to maintain improved efficiency through the analysis of materials 
and energy used in the process it is encouraged to establish a target and then monitor the 
performance to verify if it has been reached (Dobes, 2013). Nagel (2003) proposes a tool to 
calculate the environmental performances in financial terms, which is a way to decrease the costs 
incorporated with the wastes that might be happening in the flow of emissions, materials, and 
wastes. Kubota and da Rosa (2013) also emphasize on the need of carrying an economic analysis 
of the solutions to evaluate the economic performance of CP (Kubota and da Rosa, 2013, p.2). 
 
TRIZ tools  
Kubota and da Rosa (2013) suggest using the function analysis use created by the Theory of 
Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ) which is a problem solving analysis and forecasting tool that is 
derived from the study of invention patterns to create innovative, sustainable and attractive cleaner 
production solutions (Kubota and da Rosa, 2013, p.1). 
 
Other tools 
Some additional tools to facilitate the CP projects are brainstorming and lean initiatives to improve 
the environmental and operational results of CP projects (Galeazzo et. al, 2014, p.191-197). 
 
It can be seen that the CP´s besides reduction of environmental impacts, aims to reduce the costs 
associated with the environmental wastes. Once the environmental waste is removed it will result 
in lower costs. However, it is argued that the principles for cleaner production, in addition to other 
approaches such as ecological footprints and zero emissions do not meet the criteria of the 
sustainability principles introduced earlier (Ny et al. 2006, p.63). 
 
2.6.2   Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development 
 
Forecasting and backcasting are two approaches for planning and decision making. Forecasting 
includes projecting current trends into the future to solve problems. Unfortunately, it often leads to 
path dependencies and is not well suited for long term planning in complex systems (Broman, and 
Robért. 2015, p.3). Backcasting is a more appropriate approach that means imagining success in 
the future and then looking back to assess the current situation through the defined success lens 
and to explore ways to reach this success (Dreborg, 1996, p.819). Backcasting from scenarios 
without a principled definition of sustainability to frame the vision might lead to difficulty of 
reaching success definition consensus, and transferability issues (Broman and Robért. 2015, p.4). 
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Consequently, it is argued that backcasting from visions accompanied and framed by a principled 
definition of sustainability is a more intuitive, practical and generic approach for supporting 
sustainable development. To achieve this purpose, the Framework for Strategic Sustainable 
Development (FSSD) has been designed (Broman and Robért. 2015, p.4). 
 
The framework for strategic sustainable development, compromises a model of five level 
framework of planning in complex systems, see Figure 2.13. The purpose of this framework is to 
provide clear guidance for planning and decision making process towards a sustainable society 
(Broman and Robért. 2015, p.6). 
 

 

Figure 2.13: Generic five level framework and FSSD (Ny et al. 2006, p.30, 36) 
 
The first level which is the systems level consists of defining the system, it includes principles for 
the functioning of the global system, such as human society within the biosphere or a specific 
organization with its dependence on the general regional and global support systems as well as how 
it is placed in value chains, and how it is affected by un-sustainability impacts (Ny et al. 2006, 
p.25-32; Broman and Robért. 2015, p.6). After that, the success level of the system is defined, 
which includes framing a vision within the basic sustainability principle. For a specific 
organization, that includes additional success criteria in the form of core purpose, core values and 
end goals. The third level consists of strategic guidelines for how to approach the principle framed 
vision strategically, on an organization specific level this might include additional guidelines 
depending on the context.  
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The fourth level includes the concrete actions that are prioritized by the organization into a strategic 
plan, some examples of actions are phasing out certain substances and non-renewable energy 
sources, the action plan is re-assessed continuously as the conditions change and learning takes 
place with time as the development unfolds (Broman and Robért. 2015, p.6). 
 
The last level includes the methods and tools that are required for decision making monitoring and 
actions disclosure for ensuring that the chosen actions are in line with the strategic guidelines to 
arrive to the system´s success (Broman and Robért. 2015, p.6). 
  
2.6.2.1   FSSD tools and concepts 
 
The tools level in the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development consists of various tools 
and concepts to be utilized for the ultimate goal of achieving sustainability (Robért et al. 2010, 
p.703-712), an illustration of the different tools is presented below: 
 
Strategic tools 
Examples of such tools are indicators to show the company’s progress towards its predefined 
strategic plan, ecological footprint and environmental management system ISO 14001 are some 
other examples of strategic tools (Robért et al. 2010, p.44).  
 
Systems tools 
Can be done by taking direct measurements to monitor damage or improvement based on the 
actions taken in society. Toxicity measurements in natural systems, total material flow studies and 
overall species counts are examples of systems tools (Robert et al. 2010, p.45).  
 
Capacity tools 
Tools with the aim of helping people to learn about sustainability through group learning, systems 
thinking, and co-creation (Robert et al. 2010, p.45). 
 
Operational level tools  
Tools used on the operational level to identify and assess products, production and product 
development (Zhang et al., 2013, p.200). An example of these tools is Life cycle assessment (LCA) 
which is one of the most rigorous methods in the field of evaluating the environmental impacts of 
a product, process or activity throughout its lifecycle (Simboli et al. 2014, p.186). 
 
Anyhow, it lacks to cover the social and economic perspectives. In order to address the social 
aspect LCA has to be accompanied with Social LCA, and to cover the economical aspect Life 
Cycle Costing (LCC) can be used, which is a method to forecast, and design costs and profitability 
across the whole life cycle. Nevertheless, LCA and LCC tools are considered as complex, 
expensive and time consuming procedures (Simboli et al. 2014, p.186).  
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Furthermore, LCA often lacks a sustainability perspective and introduces trade-offs between 
specificity and depth on one hand, and applicability and comprehension on the other hand (Ny et 
al. 2006, p.61). 
 
To deal with the LCA trade-offs, the FSSD based on backcasting from sustainability principles was 
applied to a more life cycle thinking resulting in the SLCA tool. SLCA is an overarching method 
to assess social and ecological sustainability aspects, it is used for analyzing and comparing a 
particular product, or the choice of a product. The tool allows for a strategic sustainability 
assessment of a product life cycle using backcasting from sustainability principles. It starts with a 
quick identification of the most important high-level sustainability challenges over the different 
life cycles and then a detailed analysis can be performed as required with the overall objective of 
identifying strategic pathways towards sustainability (Ny et al. 2006, p.70). Table 2.1 presents an 
illustration of the SLCA matrix with regards to the sustainability principles. 
 
Table 2.1 Sustainability Life Cycle Assessment (SLCA) (Hallstedt et al. 2013, 06) 

Life cycle phase   
 
Sustainability principles 

Raw materials  Production  Distribution  Product Use   End of life  

Sustainability principle 1            
Sustainability principle 2            
Sustainability principle 3            
Social sustainability principles            

 
SLCA has several advantages over traditional LCA and other assessment tools; it allows for an 
easier and less confusional business decision making, a more user friendly tool, a more embedded 
sustainability perspective that facilitates the identification of sustainability hotspots and the low 
hanging fruits actions that the organization can take without major investments (Ny et al. 2006, 
p.69). Furthermore, it helps avoid costly assessments of flows and practices that are not critical 
from a sustainability point of view and helps identifying the strategic gaps in knowledge or possible 
problems that require further assessment. However, it includes less details and information than 
LCA (Ny et al. 2006, p.61). 
 
Case study research showed considerable improvement potentials as a result of using this tool. 
SLCA has been used in chemical companies, consumer oriented companies and construction 
companies. In one reported case study of a paints manufacturer, half of the carbon and water 
footprint reduction was achieved. Furthermore, the used paint containers were replaced with less 
plastic content, easier to clean and recyclable containers (Forum of the future, 2010). 
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2.7 Lean and sustainable production  
 
Although environmental wastes are not explicitly a part of lean wastes. Large environmental 
benefits can be achieved through implementing lean. There is a close relationship between lean 
manufacturing wastes and environmental impacts, Table 2.3 below shows the eight lean wastes 
and their link to environmental impacts (OECD, 2008). 
 
Table 2.3: Environmental impacts linked with manufacturing waste (OECD, 2008) 

Waste type Examples  Environmental impacts 
Defects Scrap, rework, replacements, 

production, inspection 
Raw materials consumed in making defective products 
Defective components require recycling or disposal  
More space required for rework and repair, increasing energy use for 
heating, cooling and lightning  

Waiting Stock-outs, lot processing 
delays, equipment downtime, 
capacity bottlenecks  

Potential material spoilage of component damage causing waste 
Wasted energy from heating, cooling and lightning during production 
downtime 

 
Overproduction Manufacturing items for which 

there are no orders 
Fewer materials consumed in making the unneeded products 
Extra products may spoil or become obsolete requiring disposal 

Unnecessary 
movement and 

transport 

Human emotions that are 
unnecessary or straining, 
carrying working in process 
(WIP) long distances, 
transports 

More energy use for transport 
Emissions from transport 
Mores space required for WIP movement, increasing lightning, 
heating and cooling demand and energy consumption 
More packaging required to protect components during movement  

Unnecessary 
inventory 

Excess raw materials, WIP, or 
finished goods  

More packaging to store work-in-process 
Waste from deterioration or damage to store WIP 
More energy used to heat, cool and light inventory space 

Incorrect 
processing 

More parts, process steps, or 
time that necessary to meet 
customer needs 

More parts and raw materials consumed per unit of production 
Unnecessary processing increases wastes, energy use and emissions  

Unused creativity Lost time, ideas, skills, 
improvements and suggestions 
from employees  

Fewer suggestions of P2 and waste minimization opportunities  

 
The few authors who investigate the joint of lean and clean practices confirms that implementing 
these practices results in enhanced environmental and operational performances. Furthermore, 
Florida (1996) states that companies and plants who are implementing lean practices with strive 
for zero defect and zero inventory strategies, have good incentives to the adoption of the pollution 
prevention technologies (Cleaner production) (Florida, 1996; King and Lenox, 2001, p.245).  
 
Lean practices with demands on efficiency at any stage of the product and process management, 
enable plants to build resources and capabilities which supports the natural environment. More 
specifically plants that fosters continuous improvement and skilled workforce shows a proactive 
environmental attitude toward production processes and external logistics (Benito, 2008, p.7017).  
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In the same context Yang et al. (2011) argue that continuous improvement of production processes 
and supply chain practices are helpful and subsidiary to the production of better and more 
distinctive resources that in turn facilitates the implementation of green practices (Yang et al. 2011, 
p.253). 
 
King and Lenox (2001) investigate 17,499 U.S. plants to study the effects of lean production, in 
this study it was found that lean production in terms of quality improvement and lower inventory 
contributes to lower pollutants emissions and found empirical evidence that lean is green. 
Furthermore, they show that the adoption of ISO 14001 standard is more likely to happen when the 
ISO 9000 quality management system has been implemented.  
 
Case study research shows the environmental benefits resulting from lean practices. In one 
automotive manufacturing plant, it received more than 95% of its parts in recyclable containers, 
which are also used as Kanban, which eliminates tons of packaging wastes each year, allowing for 
reduction in space, cost, and energy needs of managing such wastes (OECD, 2008, p.60). In one 
case study, the VSM was used to analyze and review the production process and layout. The 
company was able to reduce the costs by 65%, increase production output per shift to more than 
the double, reduce scrap rate from 24% to 1.8%, and reduce the production facility size by 73%. 
Furthermore, a cabinet manufacturer, achieved total costs savings of 1,189,550 per year, with 
increased production output by 10% per day, through implementing a series of continuous 
improvements, production improvements included reduced lead time, defects, and material loss 
and damage (Sustainable manufacturing, 2015).  
 
Some authors suggest having the environmental issues as the 9th Muda (Simboli et al. 2014, p.186). 
Identification of the 9th Muda can be detected through the previously mentioned LCA and LCC 
tools, which will result in enhanced environmental and economic performances in the industrial 
system. However, the recognized complexity of tools such as LCA and LCC and the lack of 
empirical studies are limiting their use in the case of small-medium enterprises; this can be 
considered as one of the major potential challenges in integrating the two perspectives of lean 
manufacturing and clean production, thus the real gap still exists in integrating the lean and clean 
manufacturing on the operational level (Simboli et al. 2014, p.188). 
 
The extension of the lean tools such as Value Stream Mapping has been investigated by some 
authors to visualize and account for environmental performances. Simons and Mason (2002) 
proposed a method called the Sustainable Value Stream Mapping (SVSM).  In this method the 
Greenhouse gas emissions, CO2 and the value adding time across the value stream are captured. 
Norton (2007) built on the developed tool (SVSM) by Simons and Mason (2002), by combining it 
with additional sustainability metrics to create a sustainable value chain map (SVCM) with focus 
on the information flows between the food manufacturers and the food retailers (Norton, 2007). 
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Another effort for extending the traditional VSM to account for the environmental performances 
was done by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) by proposing the lean and 
environmental toolkit (EPA 2007a). This toolkit aims at reducing the environmental waste that can 
be overlooked in the value stream, and suggests having some health and safety measures visualized 
(EPA 2007a). Later on, EPA introduced the lean and energy toolkit, this toolkit aims at integrating 
the energy use analysis into the lean value stream mapping process to identify improvement 
opportunities for each process along the value stream of the products or service, which is usually 
done by an energy meter to track the energy usage per process (EPA 2007b). 
 
Paju et al. (2010) introduced a new methodology called the sustainable manufacturing mapping 
(SMM) by combining the existing tools of discrete event simulation (DES), conventional VSM and 
life cycle analysis. Four years later Faulkner and Badurdeen (2014) present a tool called 
Sustainable Value Stream Map (Sus-VSM) for visualizing the sustainability performances at the 
manufacturing line level. The proposed tool holds a variety of sustainability metrics to choose from, 
in this study they aimed at measuring the energy and raw materials at the process level, anyhow 
they ended up using the raw material per piece due to difficulties in measuring it at the process 
level. Consequently, all the metrics were adopted to be per piece rather than per process. 
Furthermore, the values only represent the current state, to classify it as good or bad, it need to be 
benchmarked with other similar situations (Faulkner and Badurdeen, 2014, p.16-17). 
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3 METHODOLOGY 
 
This chapter describes the methodology that has been used when conducting the thesis. Initially 
the scientific approach and research method are presented. Next, the case study concept is 
illustrated and the data collection methods are explained. Thereafter a research analysis section 
describes briefly the taken analysis approach. Eventually the research quality considerations are 
presented, the in-depth discussion of the research quality considerations can be found in section 
8.3. 
 
3.1 Scientific approach 
 
There are three different scientific research approaches that explains ways to generate general 
knowledge and draw conclusions on society, organizations and human behaviors; deductive, 
inductive and abductive (Vanderstoep and Johnston, 2009, p.168). 
 
Deductive approach 
Deductive research reasoning starts from the general to the more specific. By using the existing 
theory and concepts to create a hypothesis that can be tested with specific data to confirm or reject 
the original theories (Vanderstoep and Johnston, 2009, p.168). 
 
Inductive approach 
Inductive approach is usually accompanied with exploratory case studies, it moves on a reverse 
path from the specific observations to broader generalizations and theories (Vanderstoep and 
Johnston, 2009, p.168).   
 
Abductive approach 
Abductive approach starts with facts consideration, usually observations. These observations result 
in a hypothesis which relates them into some other facts which will account for them, which 
involves correlating and integrating the facts into a more general description. It is considered as a 
pragmatic mode of reasoning (Svennevig, 2001, p.4). 
 
Chosen approach 
The scientific approach in this thesis starts as deductive since the approach is based on existing 
theories, based on literature review about lean principles, Value Stream Mapping, sustainability 
and sustainable development. The literature review was the basis for further data collection through 
case studies, interviews and observations. However, the thesis tends towards an abductive approach 
at a later stage, where a perspective approach was taken and some tools were adapted to fit the 
study purpose of generating the roadmap guidelines. 
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Furthermore, the research was carried out objectively where needed and opportunities for 
improvements were analyzed. This required a very clear statement of what is to be evaluated as 
illustrated by Collins and Hussey (2009) and it is important that the research results have a structure 
and format so stakeholders can benefit from the results of the evaluation.  
 
3.2 Research method 
 
There are three different scientific research methods, quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods 
which are dependent on using different types of data in the research, and depends on how the 
researcher chooses to analyze and work with the data. According to Creswell (2014) the following 
types are defined. 
 
Qualitative method 
It is an approach for understanding and exploring the meaning individuals or groups take for human 
or a social problem rather than explaining. The process of the research involves emerging questions 
and procedures, where the data is typically collected in the participants setting. (Creswell, 2014, 
p.4). Qualitative research is characterized by a lower grade of formalization and control and a 
deeper understanding about complex real life phenomena compared to the quantitative methods 
(Bernt et al., 1986, 15; Vanderstoep and Johnston, 2009, p.165).  
 
Quantitative method 
It is an approach for testing objective theories through examining the relationship between 
variables. These variables can be measured, usually on instruments, afterwards numbered data can 
be analyzed using statistical methods (Creswell, 2014, p.4). Quantitative research is characterized 
by a high degree of formalization, high degree of control and structure (Bernt et al, 1986, p.15). 
 
Mixed methods  
It is an approach involving collecting both quantitative and qualitative data, integrating the two 
data types, and utilizing distinct designs that can involve theoretical frameworks or philosophical 
assumptions. The core need behind this mixed methods approach is that the mix of qualitative and 
quantitative approach provides a more complex and deep understanding of the research problem 
than either approach alone (Creswell, 2014, p.4). 
 
Chosen methods 
The chosen research method for this thesis is a mix of both quantitative and qualitative. 
Quantitative methods include time measurements and calculations. Data was collected regarding 
WIP, lead times, and cycle times to provide a holistic production overview and expose waste.  
 
Qualitative data includes interviews, semi structured interviews, dialogues, and observations that 
have been used to understand the studied production system from the arrival of materials to the 
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facility until the products are shipped in order to create a clear structure of the value stream analysis 
and as a starting point for the creation of the maps. Furthermore, qualitative data was used in order 
to understand the reasons of wastes in the system, the current sustainability situation, and to find 
appropriate solutions for the identified problems and gaps. 
 
3.3 Research approach: Case study 
 
According to Yin (2013) case studies investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within 
it is real life context. Case studies requires coping with the distinctive situation that might hold 
many variables of interest. Furthermore, it requires using multiple sources of evidence which 
provides the basis for data collection and analysis. 
 
There are three different types of case studies according to Yin (2013); 

 Exploratory: Set to explore some phenomena in the data which serves as a point of interest 
to the researcher. 

 Explanatory: Examines the data closely both at a surface and deep level in order to explain 
the phenomena in the data. 

 Descriptive: Set to describe the natural phenomena which occur within the data in question. 
 
Yin (2013) distinguishes between four strategies for the case study: Single (holistic) case study, 
multiple case (holistic) study, single (embedded) case study, and multiple (embedded) case study 
(Yin, 2013, p.50). The single case study is an empirical inquiry investigating a contemporary 
phenomenon within its real life context and especially when bounding a specific phenomenon and 
it´s context cannot be analysed in an unambiguous and clear manner. Furthermore, the already 
existing developed theory and time constraint are two of the main reasons researchers opt for single 
case studies (Yin, 2013, p.16). Furthermore, it gives the researcher the opportunity to observe a 
phenomenon and analyze it from a new and fresh perspective than none or few have observed 
before. While a multiple case study requires the incorporation of multiple cases, with the need to 
set up the findings from the first case to the other cases. As a result, the findings generalization is 
needed (Yin, 2013, p.40-43).  
 
Single case study is an appropriate design under several circumstances, with five different single 
case study rationale; which is having a critical, unusual, common, revelatory or longitudinal case. 
The critical single case study can represent a significant contribution to theory building and 
knowledge by challenging, confirming or extending the existing theory (Yin, 2013, p.51).  
 
The second rationale is having an unusual case, deviating from existing theories and norms or 
everyday occurrences. The third rational is the common case, with the objective of capturing an 
everyday situation circumstances, and providing some lessons about the social processes related to 
some theoretical interest. The fourth rationale is concerned with observing and analyzing a 
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phenomenon that has been inaccessible to social science inquiry before. Finally, the fifth rational 
is studying the case at two or more points of time to reveal changes, known as longitudinal case 
single case study (Yin, 2013, p.52-53). 
 
Yin (2013) presents the characteristics of single case studies as following: 
 

 Mainly targeting to answer the How/What/Why questions 
 It defines the operational relation between a set of conditions and its effect as a cause and 

effect analysis. 
 It explains by defining the mechanisms through which specific relations have been 

identified. 
 Based on casualties. 

 
Chosen case study type 
The approach chosen for the research at hand is mainly an exploratory/descriptive single case study 
which lean towards a prescriptive study at a later stage in the analysis and in developing the lean 
and sustainable production roadmap guidelines. As illustrated by Schell (1992) descriptive case 
studies may be exploratory, if relatively little research has been done in the area, or they may be 
illustrative of aspects thought to be representative or typical, single case study can include both 
exploratory and descriptive aspects (Schell, 1992, p.5). 
 
A single case study has been chosen for two main reasons. The first one is the time constraints of 
the thesis work which is limited to approximately five months, which makes multiple case studies 
hard to achieve within the thesis timeframe, as Yin (2013) mentions that the time constraint is one 
of the main reasons why researchers opt for a single case study. The second reason is because of 
the criticality of the case and the contribution it might have in extending the existing theory of the 
lean and sustainable production in SMEs. Most of the proposed tools and guidelines for improving 
the production and environmental performances in the literature today are not well suited for SMEs 
because of time, complexity and cost constraints such as LCA, which confirms and strengthen the 
second reason for choosing the single case study. 
 
The research took place at a medium sized manufacturer "Markisol" that is presented in the 
following section. The company is looking for solutions to cope with the increased demands from 
their home furnishing retailer customer to improve the production and sustainability performances. 
However, the management has rough ideas about the problem areas in their production and good 
intuition on where the efforts should be focused. The previously mentioned conditions make 
Markisol a suitable candidate for the research overall aim and question. 
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3.3.1 Markisol 
 
Markisol is a Swedish roller blinds company with a world leading position in manufacturing roller 
blinds, Roman blinds, panel blinds and the development of the tripled patented iSpring mechanisms 
for providing a child safe alternative of roller blinds. Markisol has its marketing and sales of 
products covering many parts of the world. The company was founded at the end of 1960s by a 
real entrepreneur called Bo Persson. The production consisted of awnings, roller-blinds, and 
Venetian blinds, manufactured using self-built machines, which was the start of Markisol 
trademark throughout the years "the self-construction and development of automatic machines with 
superior efficiency". During the 1970s the enterprise was continuously expanding in Sweden, with 
a big step taken in the year 1983 when a new home furnishing retailer client stepped in. In the same 
time a new self-developed semi-automated machine was introduced in the production which 
resulted in better efficiency and quality than before. Markisol has expanded from a small local 
company to a global group with plants and offices in different countries as in Figure 3.1 (Markisol 
Group, 2015). 
 

Figure 3.1: Markisol Holding AB Organization chart (Markisol Internal, 2015) 
 
The first international expansion of Markisol was through establishing the Wejherowo, Poland 
plant in 1989, today this plant is Markisol´s biggest production plant. In 1992 Markisol created its 
own trademark "Mairo" that designs, produces and sells home furnishing products. Mostly textiles 
with shops and retailers in a number of countries in Northen Europe.  
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Several years later in 2001 one more step in the international expansion was taken by introducing 
the assembly plant in Russia to cope with the increasing activity and the quickly developing 
Russian market. Two years later Markisol established a production unit in Shaoxing, China 
(Markisol Group, 2015).  
 
Markisol Holding AB is the mother organization in Ronneby, Sweden, with the following 
companies underneath it: 
 

 Proal, Sweden which produces the injection mold details of plastics and aluminum. 
 Mairo AB Sweden is a group of retailers, shops and a factory specialized in textile printing 

trading, and flat print up to eight colors with production of 200 000 meters of printed textile 
per year. Unfortunately, these shops are closing one after one because of the declined profits 
over the years. 

 Krenholm, Estonia consists of 45 textiles professionals, who are primarily engaged in the 
finishing of linen, cotton and blended fabrics and also producing coated polyester fabrics. 

 Markisol INT LTD, Poland, specialized in standard roller blind production. 
 Markisol OOO, Russia with almost 45 employees mainly working for the local and 

European markets supply of roller blinds. 
 Shaoxing Markisol LTD, China specialized in roller blinds, roman blinds, and panel blinds 

for the European market with around 48 employees. 
 
The focus of this thesis is Markisol INT LTD located in Wejherowo, Poland. The factory is 
specialized in standard roller blinds production, with the production areas divided into both high 
and low volume sectors. Currently Markisol, Poland holds three automated roller blinds lines and 
consists of approximately 220 professional employees (Markisol Economical Report, 2014, p.20). 
 
3.4 Data collection 
 
Yin (2013) presents six sources of evidence used in performing case studies, which are presented 
as the following: 
 

 Documentation: Relevant to almost all case studies, it includes letters, e-mails, agendas, 
minutes of meeting, and formal studies related to the case (Yin, 2013, p.106). 

 Archival records: Often takes the form of computer files and records, it includes public use 
files, organizational and service records, maps and charts and survey data generated by 
others about the relevant case (Yin, 2013, p.108). 

 Interviews: In case studies, interviews resemble guided conversations rather than structured 
queries, it tends to be fluid rather than rigid, known as unstructured interviews (Yin, 2013, 
p.110). 
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 Direct observations: It ranges from formal observations to causal data collection activities. 
Formal observations are conducted to assess the occurrence of a certain type of behavior 
during a specified time in the field, like observing a factory work, while informal 
observations are made throughout the fieldwork when collecting other evidence such as 
interviews (Yin, 2013, p.113). 

 Participant observation: It includes being more than merely a passive observer, instead it 
might require participating in the actions being studied. It allows for perceiving reality from 
someone inside the case point of view (Yin, 2013, p.115). 

 Physical artifacts: Artifacts to be collected or observed as a part of the case study, such as 
technological device, a tool or instrument, a work of art or some other physical evidence 
(Yin, 2013, p. 117). 

 
Information and different types of data can be divided into primary and secondary data depending 
on who is collecting the data. If the data is collected by the researcher himself then it is considered 
as primary data, while all other data collected by other scientists, people and institutions are referred 
to as secondary data (Creswell, 2014, p. 129). 
 
Chosen data collection methods  
Through the research the following sources of data were used: 

 Primary data: Semi structured interviews, direct observations, participant´s observation, 
dialogues, and time measurements. 

 Secondary data: Literature review, archival data and documentation at the company. 
 
3.4.1 Primary data collection methods 
 
The direct observations were used for collecting the needed data for filling the VSM with the time 
measurements and other lean metrics. The observations of production took place by the two 
researchers which allowed for a broad coverage of the production and routines. The observed data 
was immediately written down during the observation, though some additional data was recorded 
after the observation was completed immediately. Furthermore, pictures and videos of the 
production areas were utilized as useful tools for further understanding, analyzing and 
identification of lean and sustainability problems in the production. The participant observations 
are a highly valuable source of data in this research, as it involved conversations and dialogues 
with the operators in their real work context along with genuine tasks performance. 
 
In parallel with the participant observations eight in depth interviews were conducted as illustrated 
in Table 3.1 below. The interviews questions can be found in Appendix B. Two extensive 
interviews were conducted for understanding the sustainability position and filling the adopted 
SLCA questions presented in Table 5.1.  
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Furthermore, four sessions were conducted to discuss the proposed lean and sustainability solutions 
with the company´s different teams and representatives to ensure the applicability and feasibility 
of the solutions. 
 
Through the interviews, the two researchers divided the roles, where one researcher would ask the 
questions for the interviewee and be engaged in the conversation, while the other researcher would 
write down the complete interview without any interpretation of what is said by the respondent. 
  
Furthermore, more than 15 informal interviews in the form of dialogues have been conducted with 
operators in the shop floor. The purpose of the dialogues was to facilitate a deeper understanding 
of the work performed as well as to gather additional information about their opinion in the 
workplace, the processes problems and the possible improvements in the production and workplace 
in general. However, the observed operators interviews and responses might reflect their own 
personal point of view, or could be subjected to conditions of saying what he/she has to, rather than 
do. Therefore, a place for observer bias is kept open. 
 
Table 3.1: Interviews and sessions overview 

Interview 
number Interviewee position Date Purpose Duration 

1 CEO, general 
director and founder 11.December.2015 Problem definition One hour 

2 Home furnishing 
retailer customer 05.January.2016 Problem definition 20 minutes 

3 General director 05.January.2016 Production overview One hour 

4 Home furnishing 
retailer customer 19.February.2016 Defining value 30 minutes 

5 Purchasing and 
logistics coordinator 19.February.2016 Orders and logistics planning 

for information flow 30 minutes 

6 Shift leader 19.February.2016 Process description 30 minutes 

7 Markisol´s CEO and 
production manager 22.March.2016 

Understand the production 
sustainability position using 
adopted SLCA questions 

90 minutes 

8 Production manager 
and general director 24.March.2016 

Uncover the perceived 
sustainability challenges and 
any strategic planning agenda 
to meet those challenges. 

45 minutes 

Sessions 

CEO, general 
director, production 
manager, product 
development and 
production teams, 
and purchases 
coordinator. 

27.March.2016 
28.March.2016 
07.April.2016 
25.April.2016 

Discuss lean and sustainability 
improvements feasibility and 
applicability. 

8 hours 
8 hours 
3 hours 
2 hours 
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3.4.2 Secondary data collection methods 
 
Literature review was conducted mainly by searching databases available at the University library 
and internet to allocate the relevant literature sources to the field of interest. The research focused 
on up to date peer-reviewed journal articles mainly in the fields of sustainable development and 
lean manufacturing. In addition to the state of the art textbooks in lean manufacturing. Journal 
articles were mainly found through Google Scholar, the most searched databases were Science 
direct, Emerald, ebrary and Academic Search Elite.  
 
Documentary information takes many forms such as letters, agendas, written reports and minutes 
of meeting, proposals, progress reports and formal studies concerning the case study topic. (Yin, 
2013, p.105-106). For the case study of Markisol, some internal documents were utilized, 
especially for the introductory part of the case company, the company history, and products. The 
production registration excel sheets were utilized to cross check the accuracy of the collected cycle 
times. Furthermore, some internal reports were used for the sustainability assessment detailed data 
collection regarding the waste quantities and energy consumption rate.  
 
3.5 Research analysis 
 
The gathered data through interviews, observations, dialogues, time studies and internal documents 
was then subject to further analysis in order to determine the problem areas, and comprehensively 
understand the lean and sustainability reality of the production. This understanding acted as a 
blueprint for the future state value stream map and towards a higher level of sustainability. 
The VSM collected data was analyzed according to the lean principles and VSM literature 
previously introduced in sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.1. For the sustainability assessment, the 
sustainability compliance index (SCI) matrix was utilized to further analyze the SLCA interview 
results and to explain the different levels of sustainability compliance at the case company. SCI 
includes five levels of compliance namely 0,1,3,6 and 9, where 0 indicates the worst condition and 
9 indicates the best condition of sustainability compliance. SCI levels are illustrated in Table 3.2 
below. 
Table 3.2: Sustainability compliance index (SCI) scale (Hallstedt, 2015, p.08) 

SCI 9 The excellent level of compliance. 

SCI 6 
Start to take strategic actions to reduce the sustainability impact. From reduction of waste and material 
usage to following substitution plans for materials and implement a strategy for how to move stepwise 
towards a more sustainable solution, the excellent level. 

SCI 3 
A low but acceptable level. 
Compliance with socio-ecological related regulations. 

SCI 1 
Lowest level of sustainability.  
Not acceptable level for a continuation with the concept. 

SCI 0 
No information to give a SCI value.  
Need more research and investigation. 
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SCI can be used to evaluate and communicate a development of a concept and visualize the 
progress towards a more sustainable solution. The results indicate the current level of compliance 
which can be later utilized to create a sustainability road map with the suggested SCI levels to be 
targeted in the future (Hallstedt, 2015, p.9). 
 
This compliance index model was used to assess the current level of sustainability compliance and 
hence identify the opportunities for the next sustainability level for Markisol. This analysis was 
done with the help of the responsible persons from the production and management in Markisol. 
 
3.6 Research quality 
 
It is vitally important to ensure delivering a high quality data that is collected during the research. 
To reach a high scientific credibility a set of quality criteria needs to be taken into account. These 
criteria eventually judge the research quality and applicability. A detailed description of these 
aspects is presented below. 
 
3.6.1 Validity 
 
Validity is defined as “the absence of systematic measuring errors" (Rosengren and Arvidsson, 
2002, p.196). Yin (2013) divided validity into three parts; construct validity, internal validity, and 
external validity (Yin, 2013, p.45). 
 
Construct validity refers to using operational measuring methods that captures the problem in a 
correct way. The measures should be taken to reflect and capture the concept being studied (Yin, 
2013, p.45). Three different approaches can be used to increase construct validity in case studies. 
The first is using multiple sources of evidence for data collection known as triangulation of data. 
The second approach is to establish a chain of evidence while collecting the data, and the third 
approach is to have a draft case study report that is reviewed by key informants.  
 
To ensure high construct validity, a number of different sources were used in data collection. 
Several respondents were interviewed for information gathering for both VSM data collection and 
SLCA results as can be seen in methods such as interviews, direct observations were used for the 
same purpose of understanding the production processes and allocating the sources of waste in the 
production. Time measurements and archival data were used to assure that the calculated times 
were correct. Furthermore, the data collected was properly cited to the relevant interviews and 
documents to maintain the chain of evidence, a more detailed discussion of construct validity can 
be found in section 8.3. 
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Internal validity – refers to explaining relations between two or more variables that are studied, for 
example studying how and why factor x led to event y, in the case of failing to consider a third 
variable z that could have an effect and change in variable y, this leads to low internal validity. 
Internal validity is a main concern for explanatory case studies while it is less relevant for 
descriptive and exploratory case studies (Yin, 2013, p.47). 
 
External validity – refers to generalization of a case study results to other cases beyond the 
immediate study regardless of the research methods used. If the case study findings could be 
transferred into a similar case, then it is of high external validity (Yin, 2013, p.48). There are two 
different types of generalizations which are analytical and statistical generalizations, analytical 
generalization uses theory to generalize the lessons learned from the case study, while the statistical 
generalization relates to generalizing the results from empirical data (Yin, 2013, p.40). 
 
As Yin (2013) suggests case studies might face difficulties in generalizing the findings to other 
areas of research. Anyhow it can be overcome by using analytical generalization (Yin, 2013, p.40). 
The applicability of this work to others and internally for Markisol is perceived as high, this will 
be discussed in more details later in section 8.3.  
 
3.6.2 Reliability 
 
Reliability is defined as “the absence of random measuring errors” (Rosengren and Arvidson, 
2002, p.198). Yin (2013) defines reliability as minimizing errors and biases in a study (Yin, 2013, 
p.49). The objective is to be sure that if another researcher follows the same procedures as described 
by the earlier researcher, the same findings and conclusions will be obtained. This requires suitable 
and enough documentation on how the study was performed (Yin, 2013, p.48). 
 
In quantitative work high reliability is easier to achieve than in qualitative work. This thesis work 
is a combination of both quantitative and qualitative research, so it is believed to have high 
reliability. A more detailed discussion of the work reliability can be found in section 8.3.  
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3.7 Methodology summary  
To get an overview of the methodological choices a summary is presented in Figure 3.2 below. 

 

Figure 3.2: Summary of methodological choices 
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4 VSM RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
This chapter presents the VSM preparations, followed by VSM current state description and 
diagram. Next, the VSM current state analysis according to the lean principles and VSM literature 
is presented, and finally the proposed future state VSM is shown. The results from observations, 
interviews, sessions, dialogues with operators, and time studies are utilized and presented 
throughout the chapter. 
 
4.1 VSM preparations 
 
The value stream mapping preparations includes two main steps; selecting the product family, and 
defining value from the customer perspective as illustrated in the below sections. 
 
4.1.1 Product family 
 
For the case study company all the products go through the same production processes. However, 
the roller blinds differ in width and length, the blinds come in seven different sizes ranging from 
80 cm width to 200 cm width. Through the interviews both with the home furnishing retailer 
customer and the case company, which can be seen in Appendix B, a product family was chosen 
based on its typical characteristics and the great value it poses for both the company and the 
customer in terms of both the profit margin and the production volume. It is a high volume product 
that goes through all the production steps in Markisol, Poland factory, in addition to being the best-
selling product for the home furnishing retailer customer. The selected product is called Product X 
with 100 X 195 cm size, which can be seen in Figure 4.1 below with its main components 
illustrated. Product X comes in a variety of three different colors; black, white and grey, anyhow 
the roller blind color does not affect the production process nor the calculated times for the same 
roller blind size. 
 

 
Figure 4.1: Product X, 100 X 195cm roller blind 
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4.1.2 Identifying value 
 
Following the essential first lean principle of identifying value from the customer perspective. It is 
important to clarify what value is for the specific case.  
 
According to (Rother and Shook, 2009, p.7) value is exactly what is needed to transform the 
product into what the customer wants, which is translated in terms of activities and performances 
that the customer is willing to pay for, while all other activities should be addressed as waste. 
Distinguishing between these activities are important for defining the real source of the problem in 
the value stream and finding the improvements areas.  
 

 VA (Value Adding): Value Adding is the process steps that is directly necessary to 
transform the materials into a finished product state. This includes not overloading the 
workers or machines and secures an even production.  
An example of a VA activity is the roller blind assembly process of inserting the wooden 
stick into the pocket. Without these processes the products would not be assembled in the 
right way and would not by fully transformed into the final state.  
 

 NVA (Non-Value Adding): Non-Value Adding is the processes that are not directly 
necessary for the final product transformation, even if some are unavoidable to include in 
VA activities which are also known as necessary and non-value added activities.  
An example of NVA activity in the processes is walking between stations to get assembly 
components and the long storage time in the warehouse. 
 

Through the value identification interview with the home furnishing retailer customer seen in 
Appendix (B), it was clear that the delivery time and costs were two values that cannot be 
compromised. So in this case when the worker is engaged in an assembly work it is considered as 
value added activity while when the operator remains idle or the machine is not loaded it is 
considered as non-value added. This definition and distinguishing of activities will facilitate the 
assessment of VSM current state at a later stage, where the VA and NVA activities will be taken 
into consideration, with the aim of continuous improvement always in mind. Anyhow it is 
important in this case to make sure that this definition does not pose a threat to products quality 
nor to the safety of employees. Thus before taking any action or decreasing any sort of waste, 
careful consideration has to be taken into the potential negative effects of it both on the product 
and employees. 
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4.2 Current state VSM results 
 
After the product family is selected, and value is identified. The detailed material and information 
flows are described, along with some general process data regarding available working times and 
customer demand rate, followed by a presentation of the current state map. 
 
4.2.1 Process description  
 
The manufacturing process for Product X consists of several discernible steps, starting from the 
inspection process, reaching the final step of shipping, below is a brief description of the different 
processes, 
 
Inspection  
Before the ordered materials arrive to the production floor, they go through the bought in 
components inspection to assure that the order is in accordance with agreements and quality 
requirements. This is primarily done by two ways, visual and dimensional inspection. The quality 
inspection department has a different inspection sampling plan for each different material or 
product. For example, the fabric is checked for the color, the color shade and the roll weight, the 
steel rolls and pet coils are checked for the length, thickness among other basic measurements. In 
the case of detecting defects or any other type of non-compliance, a report is sent from the quality 
inspector to the production planning department. 
 
Steel tube production  
This process is conducted by a semi-automated machine, it starts with processing the flat steel roll 
and coiling it with different metal rollers and cutting it into the desired sizes. Afterwards the 
operator measures the steel tubes length randomly to assure the right length. Once done with the 
measurement, the operator places the steel tubes on a tray that is moved into the warehouse once 
full. The replacement of the steel rolls is done using a forklift with the help of the operator to assure 
the correct placement of the steel roll. 
 
Packaging production 
This process includes the formation of the plastic pet coils into pet boxes used for packaging the 
roller blinds. The packaging production consists of two identical machines, the process starts by 
the operator placing the pet coil on the machine, and then the adhesive tape is stuck into the pet by 
the machine. Finally, the operator places the ready pet boxes on the pallets.  
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Loading the fabric 
This process includes loading the fabric rolls on the automated roller blind machine. This process 
occurs at each time a change is made in the fabric or when the fabric roll runs out. This is done by 
using a forklift to place the fabric rolls in the right position, then the fabric is threaded through the 
machine and a test round is conducted to check if everything is placed correctly. 
 
Roller blind assembly  
After placing the fabric rolls on the automated roller blind machines, the fabric rolls are cut into 
the right size which is 100 x 195 cm in this case, afterwards the fabric is rolled on the steel tubes. 
 
Inserting wooden slat into the pocket 
The operator picks the semi-assembled roller blinds coming out from the automated roller blind 
line and place them on the manual operating table, where the wooden stick is inserted inside the 
pocket of the roller blind and transferred into the next process on a tray.  
 
Inserting mechanism into the tube 
This process can be considered as the last roller blind assembly process. It includes manually 
inserting the mechanisms into the steel tube for each roller blind. 
 
Testing the roller blind 
This process includes the manual testing of the roller blinds, the operator places the roller blind on 
the wall hangers and starts pulling the roller blinds by manual force to check the quality of the 
mechanisms. The inspection is done on different height levels to assure that the quality 
requirements are meet and that the product can proceed to the labelling process. The approved 
roller blinds are placed on a tray and transferred to the next station, while the rejected ones are kept 
in separate boxes.  
 
Labelling 
The approved blinds are picked up from the tray by the labelling operators. The labeling process is 
done on a manual working station, where several labels are placed on the roller blind fabric, 
afterwards two pieces of paper are placed on the roller blind sides for holding the curtain together 
and finally fitting the advice and instruction manuals inside the roller blind. 
 
Packaging 
The packaging is conducted using an automated line that starts with an operator placing the labelled 
roller blinds on the start of the packaging line, afterwards the machine will insert the roller blinds 
inside the pet boxes that have been produced at an earlier process. After the packaging is complete, 
an operator will place each eight packaged roller blinds inside a small carton box, and a set of these 
small cartons will be later placed in a large carton box. 
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Final inspection 
In the final inspection, a random check is conducted starting with opening a random roller blind 
box and choosing one roller blind that is tested to check for quality and that requirements are 
confirmed before moving to the next process. 
 
Palletizing 
The palletizing process includes wrapping the finished product boxes with plastic foils to be 
prepared for shipping to the customer. 
 
Shipping 
The final products are finally shipped to the customer using four fully loaded trucks per shipment. 
 
4.2.2 Information flow 
 
Information exchange for product X occurs both electronically and manually. Different approaches 
are used depending on the function and department. The pattern of information flows for these 
functions are described below. 
 
The production planning department sends the purchasing orders via email to the suppliers based 
on the demand and forecasts provided by the home furnishing retailer customer each Monday. The 
order lead time differs between suppliers depending on the components ordering time and the 
required quantities. When the shipment arrives from the supplier to Markisol´s warehouse the 
inspection department will inspect the delivered components against a set of criteria as illustrated 
earlier in section 4.2.1. 
 
The production planning department sends all orders to the production manager and shift leader on 
daily basis via email or phone. Each shift leader meets the production department and plans the 
next shift orders, this process occurs three times a day at the start of each shift. Afterwards the shift 
leader delivers the order information to the production plant. This is done manually by writing the 
order down on a piece of paper with the required quantities and measurements, and delivering it to 
the steel pipe and Pet production stations.  Finally, the production planning will arrange and plan 
the loading of the trucks based on the updates from the production plant at the end of each shift. 
 
4.2.3 Current state VSM 
 
Before transferring the information and process flows into the value stream map diagram, it is 
important to introduce some general process information regarding customer demand and available 
working hours to grasp a holistic understanding of the process and enable upcoming analysis. 
Starting with the customer demand, there are three different levels of demand throughout the year, 
which are categorized into low, medium and high demand periods. However, currently the 
production is at a demand rate of 20000 pieces per week.  
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The factory works on three shifts per day, with eight hours per shift. In each shift there is three 
breaks; the first one lasts for 15 minutes, the second one for five minutes and the third one for ten 
minutes which accounts for 30 minutes break time for each shift. This results in the following  
available working time and takt time calculations: 
 
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘

= (𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦 − 𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠) × 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑠 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 × 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘 
 

                           = 7.5 × 3 × 7 = 157,5 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘 
 

𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒   =
𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘

𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘
 

                         =
157,5

20 000
= 20,25 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 

Subsequently the production facility should have the capacity to manufacture one roller blind each 
20,25 seconds. This demand level is the one that has been taken into consideration for further 
analysis in this work.  
 
The next step in drawing the VSM after describing the processes steps and the information flow, 
is to calculate the level of inventory accumulating between work stations. According to the VSM 
literature, to get valid data it is best to personally do the measurements, thus the work in progress 
levels were counted manually where they exist, which is after inserting the wooden stick into the 
pocket station, after testing the roller blind station, and after the labeling working station. The 
following step in the VSM is to add a timeline, which shows the flow of a single piece of the roller 
blind through the process. The timeline differentiates the value added time and the non- value added 
time. In high volume value streams, the value added time is considered to be the processing time, 
which is the time a part is being processed by an operator or is actually on a machine, the processing 
time is considered to be fully value added time, while Non-value added time mostly consist of 
inventory time between processes.  
 
The cycle time measurements were taken ten times for each process using a stopwatch and then 
the average times were calculated as can be seen in Appendix (C). Afterwards the measured cycle 
times have been cross checked with documented process data to ensure the accuracy of the 
collected data. Furthermore, the changeover times were measured if they were witnessed during 
the observation period and indicated on the relative process information box. Finally, the scrap rate 
for the different processes was based on the data provided by the production department. 
 
All the earlier presented process information is integrated and visualized in the following VSM 
diagram in Figure 4.2. The diagram presents the production for the entire plant, with the three 
production lines of the roller blinds included to provide a holistic understanding of the material and 
information flows inside the plant and how they interact.  
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Figure 4.2: Facility level Value Stream Map 
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As can be seen from the facility level VSM there are three main similar production lines starting 
with loading the fabric and ending with inserting the wooden slat into the pocket station. Right 
after the wooden slat station, the three production lines split into two main lines starting from 
inserting the mechanism process until the downstream process of shipping to the customer.  
 
For simplicity reasons, and based on the fact that the production lines consist of similar processes, 
only the process with the longest cycle times out of the similar processes will be taken for further 
data analysis, and thus the worst case scenario is taken into account. For example, the roller blind 
assembly station has the following cycle times: 19.5, 18.4 and14.5 seconds, however the longest 
roller blind assembly cycle time will be considered which is 19.5 seconds. This is presented as a 
one line VSM shown in Figure 4.3.  
 
The lead time was calculated as the sum of the processing time (value added time) and inventory 
time between processes along the production line (non-value added time). For calculating the 
production lead time in the case of the parallel processes of packaging and steel tube production, 
only the longest of the cycle times has been considered. It is believed that this is the essential time 
to be aware of, since no finished product can come out of the parallel processes within a shorter 
timeframe.  
 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 
= 3.2 + 225,6 = 228,8 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 

 
The production lead time is calculated to be 228.8 hours, and the value added time is 3.2 hours. 
Comparing the value added time to the lead time, the value added time portion is found to be 
minimal, accumulating for less than 1.5% of the lead time, which means that great lean 
improvement potentials could be achieved through implementing a lean strategy. 
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Figure 4.3: Current state Value Stream Map 
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4.3 Current state VSM analysis 
 
The results of the previous section are a detailed description of the current state of the process 
which exposes the spacious room for improvement. At the heart of lean manufacturing, lies the 
pillar of JIT with the aim of creating a continuous flow that generates the lowest cost, highest 
quality and shortest lead time. In order to develop a future state that is lean, the current state VSM 
analysis is conducted in accordance with the lean principles and VSM literature, it begins with the 
wastes identification, followed by answering the eight guiding questions developed by Rother and 
Shook (2009). Suggestions are made to improve the value stream along with the necessary 
improvements to achieve the future state VSM.  
 
4.3.1 Sources of waste in value stream 
 
The identified wastes mainly through observations and dialogues with the operators are categorized 
into the lean wastes, with a description of the identified waste and its consequences at each process, 
followed by an improvement suggestion to reduce it. Table 4.1 summarizes the identified waste at 
the different working stations.  
 
Table 4.1: Workstations identified wastes summary  

Waste 
 
 
Processes  

Overproduction  Waiting Unnecessary 
transport  

Incorect 
processing 

Unecesery 
movement  

Defects  

Steel tube production X X   X X 
Packaging production X X     
Rolle blind assembly  X  X  X 
Inserting wooden slat into the pocket     X  
Inserting mechanism 
into the tube 

  X    

Testing roller blind    X   
Labelling    X   
Packaging    X X  
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Overproduction  
 The batches in the steel tubes and packaging production stations are not labelled properly 

and no Kanban is used, making it difficult to differentiate the batches and customer exact 
orders, which results in more time to allocate the right materials, and producing more than 
needed. 
 
Improvement suggestion: All batches and materials shall be clearly defined by customer 
name, size, material information, date and so on with an introduction of a Kanban system 
to avoid producing parts that no order exists for. 

 
 Production planning is done manually to a great extent, with the exchange of production 

orders and planning information via telephone, and written notes handed by the shift leader 
on daily basis at the start of each shift. This manual process of production planning and 
communication is often leading to errors and imprecise daily planning.  
 
Improvement suggestion: Install an Enterprise Resource planning (ERP) system which will 
allow for a better supply chain management, enhanced forecasting and orders planning, and 
most importantly it will improve the manufacturing planning, inventory and quality control, 
which is directly linked to reducing the overproduction waste. 

 
Waiting 

 In the steel tube production, it has been noticed that the operator responsible for the station, 
is the one performing the changeover of the steel coils with a forklift. So whenever a 
changeover is needed the operator needs to look for an available forklift in the warehouse, 
in addition to finding someone to help him in the placement of the coil which took more 
than 15 minutes, not to include the changeover process that took more than eight minutes. 
This current changeover for the process is causing the machine to be idle for more than 23 
minutes. 

  

Improvement suggestion: Install a simple communication system between the steel tube 
production and the warehouse operators and forklifts, which will ease the communication 
process between operators and shorten the changeover time for the process. This will result 
in magnificent C/O time reduction with over ten minutes saving, anyhow it is not 
considered in the future state map calculations. 

  

 The Registration process of the defective fabric at the roller blind assembly is a time 
consuming process as the operator has to register the batch number and the size of product 
X manually in a sheet, leaving the automated lines idle for a considerable amount of time.  

 
Improvement suggestion: It is highly advisable to update the registration system with a 
simpler and more organized one, which might be through installing a scanning system with 
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an easy access to all operators at all working stations. This will not only reduce the wasted 
time in the current registration procedure, but would also assure accurate documentation of 
all sources of defects, machines downtime and the reasons behind the downtime. 

  
 The packaging production consists of two machines and one operator. The change over 

time of one pet coil takes more time than the time needed to produce a complete batch, this 
long changeover time is causing one of the machines to stop until the operator is done with 
replacing the pet coil for the other machine. In this process the operator is seen to be the 
bottleneck. 

 
Improvement suggestion: After discussions and consultation with suppliers longer pet box 
rolls will be produced for Markisol, which will result in shorter changeover times and 
increased productivity. 

  
 In the Packaging station, the operators remain idle waiting for the complete number of roller 

blinds (eight) to be packed in the small carton boxes, which will afterwards be placed in 
large cartons, due to the relatively low speed of the packaging line.    

 
Improvement suggestion: Two suggestions are available to solve this issue, the first one is 
to increase the speed of the packaging line if possible so the complete needed number of 
roller blinds would reach the operator in a shorter timeframe, thus reducing the waiting 
time. The second one is to replace the manual work for the multi-packing station by an 
automated machine, this will reduce the number of operators needed from two into one, as 
only one operator will be needed for supervising the process. This suggestion includes a 
financial investment to buy the automated multi-packing machine. However, in the long 
run it will save time, reduce the number of operators and increase the process efficiency. 

 
Unnecessary transport 

 As shown in the current state VSM (Figure 4.3), the mechanisms are being ordered and 
transported from Tartaczna, Poland plant to the production floor at least three times a day, 
as a result of imprecise planning. Consequently, leading to production delays, longer 
inventory holding times and unnecessary transport between facilities.  
 
Improvement suggestion: Taking into consideration that the mechanisms assembly process 
is manual and consists of two relatively small working tables with four operators, it is 
suggested to move the mechanism process in house, which will eliminate the unnecessary 
transportation between the two facilities.  
It will ease the orders planning process and will act as a more environmental friendly 
alternative. The mechanism assembly processing time accounts for 57.4 seconds, which 
will be taken into consideration in the future state map as a value added time. 
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Incorrect processing 

 Testing roller blind, the inspection process is performed to check the quality of the 
mechanism. However, this is the second quality inspection for the mechanism as they go 
through the first one directly after the mechanism production. Furthermore, it has been 
noticed that the operators at this station are working in the over shoulder height so 
frequently with a lot of repetitive motion, which in the long run will cause work related 
injuries.  

 
Improvement suggestion: Assuring quality in all processes known as Jidoka, is one of the 
lean thinking foundations. This however requires long time and major efforts to be 
implemented and to train operators on how to do it. Nevertheless, proper quality assurance 
will result in reduction or even elimination of some testing processes, resulting in higher 
productivity since no inspection is needed, this will save time and consequently reduce the 
production lead time. Therefore, after discussions with the development team, it was agreed 
to assure the quality of the mechanism the first time by redesigning the mechanisms so it 
does not need double inspection. Eventually it will be possible to take away the whole 
process of testing the roller blinds which will both shorten the lead time and free the 
operators from the un-ergonomic postures of this working stations. 
 

 The visual and dimensional quality inspection process for bought in materials, after 
receiving the goods to check for defects and discrepancies is taking a lot of time and 
resources from the operators. Furthermore, the defective parts are causing extra costs and 
expenditures for the company.  
 
Improvement suggestion: Put extra requirements on the supplier to have the quality 
inspection done by them, before the order is sent to Markisol. This would require extra 
communication and agreement with the suppliers in addition to providing them with the 
inspection plan for each part or material, in order to both save time and cost accompanied 
with the inspection process and defective materials. 

  

 At the roller blind assembly, through observation it was noticed that the operator has to stop 
the automatic line very frequently in a short period of time in order to change the adhesive 
tape, which is due to the relatively short adhesive rolls that are used.  

 
Improvement suggestion: After discussions with the supplier, the current is 400 meters of 
adhesive rolls will be replaced by longer rolls that is 2000-3000 meters long.  
This will lower the need for changeover by at least five times, which will reduce the wasted 
time and respectively the lead time. This reduction in changeover time was not taken into 
consideration when developing the future state map, as the downtime of machines is outside 
the thesis scope. 
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 The labelling working stations designs are different from each other, in one working station 

there is a hanger for the label rolls which is clearly simplifying the labeling process for the 
operators. However, in the remaining working stations no hangers are available, and the 
labeling rolls are placed randomly on the stations. Another observation at this station was 
relevant to the number of stickers that has to be placed on the product by manual labor, in 
addition to the manuals inserted before the roller blind is sent to the packaging station.  

Improvement suggestion: Standardized labeling working stations are suggested to ensure 
an even workload and less variations in the followed process. Implementing the 5S lean 
tool is beneficial here for creating clear boards indicating where certain tools are to be kept. 
The tools should be placed in a visible and easily accessible place at all times to ease the 
working process for the operators. This adoption of the 5s tool to organize the tool handling 
and organizing the labeling rolls and manuals will reduce the changeover and wasted times 
when the operators are looking for certain tools in the workstation. Anyhow the effect on 
the change-over time is not included in the future state VSM due to difficulties in estimating 
the resulting income in numerical value.   
 
Regarding the second observation of the several labels placed on the roller blind, the 
possibility of taking one of these manually placed labels (Recycling label) away was 
discussed with the production development team and it will be integrated with the 
automated labelling device at the packaging line, which will reduce the manual labelling 
time by two seconds. On the longer run Investing in printers that will print on clean paper 
at the labelling and packaging stations (for the washing and consumer labels), will result in 
less changeovers of labelling rolls for the different articles. One last improvement 
suggestion for the labelling station is regarding combining the advice and instruction 
manuals in one manual, which will result in minimizing the manual working labour at these 
stations by an estimation of three seconds.   

  
 At the packaging station, one operator has to manually push back the packaged product one 

by one to ensure the closure of the pet box, which can be avoided by a better station design 
in order to save time and eliminate the non-ergonomic repetitive motion for the operator.   

 
Improvement suggestion: It is suggested to do a simple redesign of the machine that would 
allow the push back and complete closure of the pet box automatically, so no operator is 
needed, resulting in less processing time. 

 
Unnecessary movement 

 In the steel tubes production and wooden slat assembly stations, the operators are bending 
to the floor each time a steel tube or a roller blind needs to be placed on the trolley, which 
is a major non-ergonomic position that might cause injuries on the long run.   
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Improvement suggestion: Replace the regular trolleys with self-adjusted trolleys, which 
change their height in accordance with the weight placed on them. This will lead to better 
ergonomics as the operator will not have to bend as much as the regular trolleys and thus 
increase the operator and work effectiveness. 

 
 In the packaging station, the operators are carrying the finished packed product that comes 

in small boxes with eight roller blinds inside for a distance of three meters to reach the tray 
each time a packed box is full.   
 
Improvement suggestion: Create a lean line design, which means that all the needed 
materials and tools have to be placed within 40 cm distance to result in less waste and better 
ergonomics, this is known as the "golden zone". In this station, place the tray closer to the 
packaging line, which will save around 3 meters of unnecessary motion every time a box 
needs to be moved into the tray, and would result in less finished goods lifting for the 
operators. 

 
Defects 

 At the steel tube production, the operator is inspecting the steel tubes length randomly to 
assure the requirements conformance. Furthermore, a certain percentage of steel tubes are 
defective; bent to a certain degree as a result of mishandling. 
 
Improvement suggestion: Create guidelines to handle the steel tubes, the first step is to 
create a standard operating procedure and make them visible for the operators. The second 
step is to implement those standard operating procedures to see if any revisment is needed. 
This will result in improved quality and less work variation. 

 
 At the roller blind assembly, defects are regularly detected in the form of spots on the fabric 

from the supplier, which is constantly leading to stopping the whole process to cut out the 
defective parts, and then registering the batch number and the size of Product X manually 
on a sheet, which is leading the production and operators to be idle for a considerable 
amount of time.  
 
Improvement suggestion: To decrease the fabric defects, requirements for a better quality 
inspection from the supplier side before the fabric arrives to Markisol should be arranged. 

  
Unused employee creativity  

In order to reduce the eighth waste of the unused employee creativity, the production 
operators have been interviewed and engaged in dialogues throughout the observation 
period to minimize the lost time and utilize the skills and suggestions from the employees. 
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The operators were further engaged in the analysis and improvement suggestions in order 
to assure that the suggestions suit them, and will improve their working environment rather 
than the opposite. Some of the improvement suggestions that have been directly collected 
from the operators were the following,  

  

 The employees at the mechanisms production station prefer their workstations to be 
equipped with an anti-slip lever that is operated with the foot. At the moment, only two 
stations are equipped with such a device. This will ease the working process for the 
operators and will result in a more ergonomic working position and more satisfied 
employees. 

 Currently, side windows are painted or covered with fabric which is preventing daylight in 
the production, so better lightning is needed in the production floor. This could be done 
through installing fluorescent tubes or LED lamps to get enough light level inside. 

 Installing an air conditioning system will be appreciated by the operators at the 
manufacturing plant, in order to balance the temperatures during the different seasons. 

 Operators would prefer installing a drinks and sweets vendor machine at the production 
floor lunch area, to cope with the short breaks they have.  

 Rotation of workers between stations is advisable, as for now no rotations are occurring at 
all between stations, maybe have a rotation schedule for certain stations that does not 
require long training times or special skills. This would not only increase the work 
satisfaction for the workers, in making them feel more involved and knowledgeable, it 
would decrease the risks for the organization, in case of workers resigning, getting ill, or 
any other issue that can occur that make them incapable of performing their work tasks, 
there is a built in flexibility in the work rotation system that makes the process much less 
vulnerable. 

  
Throughout the observation period and the analysis of the work conditions at Markisol´s shop floor, 
it is noticed that the company internal key performance indicators and production performances 
are not shared with the operators. Therefore, for a successful lean transformation it is highly 
advisable for Markisol to identify a clear logistics strategy and communicate this strategy within 
the company different teams and operators so they would feel more engaged in the process and 
respectively more productive and committed to work.   

  
To build a lean culture it is important for Markisol to take the four dimensions of lean to avoid 
becoming one of those companies who implement these tools but do not understand the big picture, 
as Womack and Jones (1996) warn about.  
It is essential to give training for the employees both regarding the standardized working 
procedures that will be created, and the lean tools and initiatives in general. This way the operators 
will fully understand and appreciate the logic behind the implemented lean tools rather than seeing 
it as a burden. Furthermore, to reduce the gap between the strategic knowledge of the management 
and the operational knowledge of employees regarding the production, it is essential to achieve 
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higher level of transparency, trust and communication. Through dialogues with operators and 
engaging them in the improvement process, they have good ideas for improvements to create a 
better working environment. Sharing ideas and suggestions should be seen as a continuous process 
in Makrisol transformation towards a lean organization.   
 
4.3.2 Answers to questions 1-8 for future state 
 

This section presents the answers to the eight guiding questions developed by Rother and Shook 
(2009) to reach the future state VSM.   

 
1. What is the takt time?  

 
As discussed earlier in section, 4.2.3 for the current VSM, the company does not have a constant 
demand throughout the year. However, the considered takt time in this analysis is 20,25 
seconds. The following Figure 4.4 represent the cycle times of the different processes in relation 
to the takt time. For more information, see Appendix C.   

 

  

Figure 4.4: Current cycle times vs takt time  

  
As can be seen from the Figure 4.4, the testing roller blinds, labelling and packaging processes 
are cycling at a rate slower than takt, while the remaining processes are coping with the takt 
time with quicker cycle times.  
This differentiation of processes above and below takt allow for the efforts to be focused on 
balancing the different processes cycle times in order to produce within takt. Thus more focus 
should be given to those process with cycle times above takt time, and improvement 
suggestions shall be proposed in order to rebalance these processes and allow them to cycle at 
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rate closer to takt. Therefore, special focus has been given to reduce the cycle times of the 
labelling and packaging stations in the wastes analysis earlier.  

  
The upstream working stations of steel tubes and packaging production are shared resources 
with other products than the analyzed product family, thereafter no rebalancing of workstations 
or operators will be performed there. Finally, as illustrated in previous sections, testing roller 
blind station will be eliminated and not considered in Figure 4.4. As redesigning the mechanism 
is taking place currently as a result of this research in order to assure quality the first time, so 
the testing process will be taken away in the near future.  

  
2. Will you build to a finished goods supermarket or directly to shipping?  

 
The amount of production capacity is determined by using the provided customer forecasts. 
This reduces the customer demand unpredictability and allows to produce directly to shipping 
rather than finished good supermarket. However, the products to be shipped remain in the 
warehouse for eight hours before shipping to the customer.   

 

3. Where can you use continuous flow processing?    

 
Continuous flow could be attempted by the introduction of two FIFO lanes system at the 
processes between inserting the mechanism into the tube and labeling, and between labeling 
and packaging stations so the operators will not work in a batch mode, rather they would make 
the first product that arrives right away. The first FIFO lane is to be installed between inserting 
the mechanism and labeling stations with a maximum of 10 pieces of capacity based on the 
cycle time difference between these processes. The second FIFO lane between the labeling and 
packaging stations will be done by installing a conveyor connecting the two stations.  

  

This solution will not only reduce the WIP accumulating before and after the labeling station 
which is resulting in over 40 minutes of inventory time for each. But will also result in increased 
ergonomics for the operators as they are currently carrying the roller blinds from the labelling 
station to the previous and next station continuously for a relatively long distances. The 
conveyor moving time between stations is estimated to be just above the cycle times of the 
connected processes, taking into account the distance between the stations as well.  

  
The remainder of processes are more efficient to run as batch operations because of the 
processes nature, cycle time differences and the physical distances between the stations, which 
make the one-piece flow difficult to apply.  
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4. Where will you need to use supermarket pull systems? 

 
A supermarket pull system can be attempted after the two parallel processes of steel tubes and 
packaging production and before loading the fabric process, the supermarket will hold products 
for Product X enough for approximately one day of production. An introduction of withdrawal 
Kanban at loading the fabric process will trigger the movement of parts, and an introduction of 
production Kanban at the steel tubes and packaging production will trigger the production of 
these processes. The shift leader will be the person responsible for collecting the withdrawal 
Kanbans from operators, withdraw another pin of the required parts, for every time a bin is 
removed from the supermarket, a Kanban will be sent to the upstream workstations to produce 
the required amount of parts.   
 
The proposed supermarket pull system will reduce the waste of overproduction significantly, 
which will respectively result in less inventory time and cost. As a long term solution and after 
fully implementing the ERP system, it could be possible to replace the regular Kanban posts 
and supermarket with a digital Kanban signals for an increased efficiency and accuracy, where 
all operators can log into the system and the shift leader will receive a signal when a refill is 
needed. 

 
5. At what point will you schedule production? What is the pacemaker process?  

 
The pacemaker process is where the schedule is imposed on the process, it is generally the most 
upstream process of the continuous flow which sets the pace for all the upstream processes, it 
will be controlled by the outside customer order in the future state map. Taking the case of 
Markisol as a company who is initiating lean through this work, the continuous flow does not 
exist yet between processes, so a scheduling point for the production is not feasible in the near 
future. However, it is advisable in the future to schedule the pacemaker process downstream in 
the manufacturing processes at inserting the mechanism process, since implementing the 
pacemaker successfully is very hard for a company that is a beginner in lean if it was placed 
far upstream in the production.  

   
6. How will you level the production mix at the pacemaker process? 

 
This is concerned with multiple products being produced in the same flow, as the analysis 
focuses on Product X, there is no need to level the production mix. However, a wider variety 
of product families should be taken into consideration to meet the long term aim of targeting 
the entire production facility and products for lean improvements. Then, the production mix 
needs to be considered to achieve a higher level of Heijunka.  
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7. What increment of work will you release to the pacemaker process? 

 
Generally, the increment of work released at the pacemaker process is a multiple of the takt 
time. However, as discussed earlier no pacemaker process will be scheduled for Markisol 
currently, but when attempted it is advisable to release smaller increments of work in order to 
get a more frequent feedback about the production progress.  

  
8. What improvements are necessary to enable the implementation of the future state?  

 
Answering the eight guiding questions for developing the future state is not sufficient to address 
the determined sources of wastes. Therefore, the improvements resulting from answering these 
eight questions will be combined with the wastes analysis suggestions presented in section 4.3.1 
in order to achieve the desired future state.  

 

4.4 Future state VSM  
 
The proposed improvements and changes result in the following future state map. In this future 
process the production lead time is calculated to be the sum of all processing times and inventory 
times from the time the suppliers deliver the materials and components until the finished goods are 
shipped to the customer. In the case of the parallel processes of the steel tubes, packaging and 
mechanism production, the process with the longest cycle time which is the mechanism production 
is the one taken into consideration for calculating the lead time.  

 

The manual information flow is now replaced by electronic information flow between the 
production planning department, suppliers and customers as a result of installing the ERP system. 
Moving the mechanism process in-house and introducing a supermarket pull system with Kanban 
cards will eliminate the transportation and reduce the inventory quantity and time after the upstream 
parallel processes. Furthermore, the FIFO lanes eliminate the inventory accumulating between 
processes in the current state, thus resulting in continuous flow between inserting the mechanism 
and packaging stations. The future state map in Figure 4.5 includes the changed cycle times for 
some working stations, with the major process improvement suggestions indicated as Kaizen bursts 
next to the relevant working station.  

 

In the proposed future state, the labeling process is cycling at a rate closer to takt. However, more 
in depth analysis of leveling is needed for the packaging station in order to determine the root cause 
problem, this can be done by using tools such as spaghetti diagram and 5 whys.   
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Figure 4.5: Future state Value Stream Map 
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5 SLCA RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
This chapter presents the SLCA results obtained from the interviews in addition to some internal 
documents of Markisol and researchers observations for uncovering the current sustainability 
reality and challenges. The detailed SLCA results are then analyzed using the SCI to indicate the 
current sustainability compliance level for Markisol, afterwards a suggested future level of 
sustainability compliance is proposed.  
 
5.1 Detailed SLCA results  
 
As illustrated earlier in the literature review, the current generic SLCA model is often applied to 
products and employs the five life cycle phases; raw materials, production, packaging and 
distribution, product use, end of use. For the purpose of this study, SLCA is used to 
comprehensively assess the production life cycle phase according to the sustainability principles 
and identify the current sustainability gaps there, as this life cycle phase is of high value and 
importance to both the company and their customer.  

  
Taking into consideration that SLCA is mainly associated with products rather than processes, it 
had to be adopted to fit a medium sized manufacturer production, a detailed SLCA was created 
with specific questions for each sustainability principle. This template of detailed SLCA question/ 
answer form was developed by the Forum for the Future1 and The Natural Step2 using the 
sustainability principles. In this template, the questions need to be of a yes, no or don’t know nature 
to avoid dwelling in details while providing enough information to reveal the current sustainability 
reality. In this work, the template has been tailored to include seven to nine questions for each 
sustainability principle.  

  
Table 5.1 below presents the SLCA questions and answers template, with the response notes 
extracted from the interviews with Markisol´s different employees and management to assess the 
sustainability of the production and operations.  

  
  

                                                 
1 Forum for the Future is a UK based charity with a focus on sustainable development. For more 
information see: http://www.forumforthefuture.org/  

2 For further information: http://www.thenaturalstep.org  

http://www.forumforthefuture.org/
http://www.thenaturalstep.org/
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Table 5.1: SLCA questions and answers template    

Sustainability principle 1 
Yes/ no/ don’t 

know 

Response notes and references to data source 

  
  

Nature is not 
subject to 
systematically 
increasing 
concentration 
of substances 
extracted 
from the 
earth´s crust  

Are all product materials used in the 
production recyclable?    

No Plastic parts are sent to Markisol, Sweden for recycling, the 
excess fabric from the cutting process is used for candles 
production in another company. However, the fabric is not 
recyclable as it is made of Polyester with a coat of Acrylic 
plastic so the defective fabric is thrown away.   

Are there scrap or emissions of 
metals/alloys in the production? And 
can they be eliminated?   

Yes Metal scrap exist in production. Steel scrap is sold to another 
company in Poland as it is 100% recyclable. The steel scrap 
cannot be reused or eliminated in our production, anyhow it 
might be possible with Aluminum, and there is some parts that 
cannot be reused because of sizes and leftovers.  

Is the energy efficiency rate 
calculated? 

No The energy efficiency is not kept track of for the production  

Do you use fossil fuels in the 
production and internal 
transportation?  If yes, how much is 
renewable?   

Yes Diesel and light fuel oils such as Propane, LPG and Butane are 
used for internal transportation. No renewables are used, but 
around a quarter of them are electrical forklifts. 

Do you use renewable energy for the 
electricity? If yes, how much 
is generated from renewable energy 
sources?   

Yes Electricity is provided by the national grid, Poland.   

Do you have any targets for 
recycling in your production?  

No No set goals, but in the next years there should be some serious 
changes, especially for the fabric.  

Are there any plans of using 
renewable energy sources for 
internal transportation purposes?  

Yes Would like to minimize the transportation as much as possible. 
And using more renewables can be an option.  

Sustainability Principle 2 Yes, 
no,don’tknow 

Response notes and references to data source 

Nature is not 
subject to 
systematically 
increasing 
concentration 
of substances 
produced by 
society.   

Are you currently using chemicals 
listed in SIN or REACH candidate 
list? And can it be eliminated?  

No The only chemicals used are for cleaning, and some oils and 
grease for the machines. Anyhow Polyvinyl Acetate is used for 
joining cardboard components which is not recyclable. 
Furthermore, the forklifts service is not done inside the factory, 
so there are no hazardous chemicals used.  

Do you have emissions other than 
𝐶𝑂2 from your production?    

Don’t know Mainly CO2 is generated from production processes but there 
are emissions from transportation between and inside facilities, 
don’t know if other emissions are generated there.  

Could the fossil fuel based 
emissions be reduced during the 
production and internal 
transportation?     

Yes Would like to reduce it.  

Do the production use energy 
sources that do not emit problematic 
man made substances?  

Don’t know It is unknown if there are emissions other than 𝐶𝑂2 from the 
used energy sources.  

Do you have any emissions and 
wastes included in REACH or SIN 
list? Could those emissions and 
wastes included in the REACH and 
SIN list be eliminated?  

No The work mainly consists of assembly, not much chemicals and 
critical materials are used.  

Do you have any hazardous waste in 
the production?    

No No, zero hazardous waste.  

  Is the waste and emissions from 
production continuously monitored 
and minimized?  

Yes The production waste is continuously being reduced. Some of 
the wastes are dependent on the suppliers, especially the fabric.  

  Do you have any plans of reducing 
carbon footprint or becoming carbon 
neutral?  

No For now, no plans exist but would like to consider it in the 
future.   
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Sustainability principle 3 Yes, 
no,don’tknow 

Response notes and references to data source 

  

Nature is not 
subject to 
systematically 
increasing 
degradations 
by physical 
means.   

Do you use clean water in the 
production? If yes, can it be 
eliminated?  

No No water is used at all, it is just the regular water use for 
restrooms and lunch areas.  

Do the production processes use 
additives originating from nature?  

No Production lines are mainly assembly work with no additives or 
processing for Poland´s factory.  

Do you have any waste going to the 
landfill? What type of waste?  

Yes Some type of wastes goes to landfill, but it is kept monitored.   

Do you have any spills generated 
from production? Could the amount 
of spill/waste be reduced?    

Yes Reducing wastes and increasing recycling is looked for always, 
however no chemical or oil spills occur in the production.  

Is nature affected by the building 
activities?   

No Factories are built in industrial zones, far away from any 
agricultural and residential areas.  

Are there continuously revised 
targets to minimize waste going to 
landfills or incineration?  

Yes Minimizing the waste going to landfill is a continuous target.  

Socialsustainability principles (4-8) Yes, 
no,don’tknow 

Response notes and references to data sources 

  

In the 
sustainable 
society, people 
are not 
subject to 
conditions 
that 
systematically 
undermine 
their capacity 
to meet their 
needs.   

Is the precautionary principle 
applied in relation to short and long 
term health implications and safety 
issues associated with production?   

Yes  Polish standards requirements are fulfilled. Along with home 
furnishing retailer customer requirements. And the necessary 
safety measures for employees are provided, like ear plugs and 
different types of clothes. Any how it is optional to wear them 
or not.  

Do you keep records of the injuries 
and lost days in production?  And 
has there been any injuries in the 
production?  

Yes Some accidents and injuries occur, because people are not 
careful enough, lack of space and a minor reason might be a 
safety issue and lack of awareness. When it happens a report is 
issued by the hospital and a report is sent to the insurance 
company. An electronic system is used to keep track of the 
absence days in addition to manual files as a secondary 
evidence.  

Are there any work related fatalities 
in the production?  Occupational 
diseases?   

No Mostly minor accidents and temporary injuries. However, some 
processes might cause occupational diseases due to the working 
position and condition.  

Is there any risk of unsafe transports 
of materials, substances and 
products?    

No Strict loading and transportation of cargo rules exist in the 
facility.  

Do you have any age/gender 
preference when hiring employees?    

No The one who is mostly fitted for the job will be hired.   

Do you give any specific training for 
your employees?  For example, 
training to raise the employee’s 
awareness regarding your KPIs and 
sustainability issues?  

No Once they are hired they get a formal introduction to the 
factory and the safety rules, then they will be trained by another 
employee for the work procedures. No sustainability or KPI 
training is given.  

Are you aware of the Polish laws 
and regulations of labor rights?    

Yes They are followed with regards to working hours and wages 
amongst other things.  

Are there any violations of ISO 
26000? And the 10 principles of the 
United Nations global compact?  

No All basic human and labor rights are fulfilled.   

 
5.2 SLCA analysis 
 
This section presents the SLCA results analysis for the production life cycle phase using the SCI 
tool. The analysis starts with the corresponding current sustainability level of compliance, followed 
by a suggested future sustainability level of compliance.   
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5.2.1 Current state SCI 
 
Analyzing the SLCA results, the sustainability compliance index for the different sustainability 
principles is determined. The current SCI for the first and social sustainability principles is found 
to be three, for the second sustainability principle it is nine, and finally for the third sustainability 
principle it is six. Figure 5.1 shows the current level of compliance for the production life cycle 
phase in the sustainability index matrix.  

  
Principle1:  Principle2:  Principle3:  Principle4-8:   

9 

 

Only recycled materials are used, with no 
material emission and all scrap materials are 
recycled into pure fractions.  
Only renewable energy sources are used in 
the production process and the energy usage 
has an efficiency rate of 100%  

No emissions and waste products 
from production site (even at 
suppliers) contain substance in the 
SIN-list.  

No production used for 
products or components 
cause physical 
degradation of nature  

No risk today or in the future for 
unhealthy and unsecure working 
environment in production. There 
is no violation of the ten principles 
of the United Nations Global 
Compact and the 
recommendations for the main 
social categories described in ISO 
26000 are followed.   

6 

Recycled materials are used and over 50% of 
the scrap materials are recycled into pure 
fractions.   
A majority of the energy sources used in 
production processes are renewable and an 
energy plan is followed with actions for 
energy usage reductions.   

A phase out/substitution plan is 
followed for those 
chemicals/materials used that are 
included in the SIN-list.   

Actions from a reduction 
plan are implemented 
systematically for 
reducing clean water 
usage and waste & spill 
from productions 
processes   

A safety plan is followed for 
reducing injuries, occupational 
diseases, lost days and 
absenteeism in the production 
during a year.   

3 

Recycled materials are used in production, 
but it is not known to what extent there are 
emissions and scrap of materials from 
production.  
Renewable energy sources are used in the 
production processes (still some are fossil 
based),   

There are no emissions and wastes 
products from production site that 
contain substance in the REACH-
candidate list, but 
chemicals/materials include in the 
SIN-lit occur.   

Recycled water is used 
and a reduction plan for 
how to reduce the waste 
& spill from production is 
implemented.   

There are no work-related 
fatalities in the production but 
there are injuries, occupational 
diseases, lost days and 
absenteeism in the production 
during a year.   

1 

No recycled materials are used and/or it is not 
known to what extent there are emission and 
scrap materials from production   
Only fossil based energy sources are used in 
the production  

There are emissions and waste 
products from productions site that 
contain substances in the REACH-
candidate list.  

Only clean water is used 
for production and there 
are unknown amounts of 
waste & spill from 
production.  

There are work-related fatalities in 
the production and no information 
regarding total number of injuries, 
occupational diseases, lost days 
and absenteeism in the production 
during a year.  

0 

Do not know if and how much recycled 
materials are used. Do not know the amount 
of emissions and scrap materials from 
production.  
Do not know if and how much renewable 
energy sources used in the production 
processes and if the energy usages in the 
production processes are efficient.   

It is unknown if there are 
emissions and waste products from 
production site that contain 
substances in the REACH-
candidate list.  

Do not know if and how 
much is used of clean 
water for production 
and/or the amounts of 
waste & spill from 
production.  

Do not know if there is a risk 
today of in the future for unhealthy 
and unsecure working 
environment in production.   

Figure 5.1: Current Compliance level for production life cycle phase, based on SCI matrix 
developed by Hallstedt (2015).  

  
Current level of compliance for the first sustainability principle  

The current level of compliance is three (SCI 3), this indicates a low but acceptable level of 
compliance with the socio-ecological related regulations.  
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Furthermore, approximately only 10% of the energy is generated from renewable resources, which 
is considered as a low percentage of renewables.  

 The current electricity used in the production and the overall facility is purchased from the 
National Grid in Poland, which has a renewable energy rate of 10.4% in the form of natural 
gas (IEA energy statistics for OECD countries, 2012 data, section II, p.292-293). 90% of 
energy consumption in the factory comes from electricity, the rest is for heating. The current 
energy consumption for the total factory is 827 465 KWh with the production consuming 
around 18% of the total energy usage (Markisol Internal, 2015).  

 
 CO2 equivalent from the production processes is not calculated specifically in Markisol. 

Anyhow following average 𝐶𝑂2 footprint in the national grid which is 0.756 Kg 𝐶𝑂2 eq/ 
kWh (IEA energy statistics for OECD countries, 2012 data, section II, p.61-63). The 𝐶𝑂2 
equivalent is calculated as following:  

 
𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑞𝑣𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝐶𝑂2 𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡 × 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
 

𝐶𝑂2𝑒𝑞𝑣𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 0,756 𝑘𝑔 𝐶𝑂2
𝑒𝑞

𝑘𝑊ℎ⁄ × 827465𝑘𝑊ℎ         
= 625557 𝑘𝑔 𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑞 

 
𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑞𝑣𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0,756 𝑘𝑔 𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑞 𝑘𝑊ℎ⁄ × 148942𝑘𝑊ℎ 

= 112600 𝑘𝑔 𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑞 
 
 The production waste recycling rate is almost 50% with no set goals or targets for 

recycling (Markisol Internal, 2015). The specified percentage of scrap for the relevant 
production processes can be seen in the current VSM Figure 4.3. However, the used fabric 
is made of Polyester with a coat of Acrylic plastic which is not recyclable.  

 
 During the observation period at the factory it has been noticed that expendable pallets are 

used for internal components and WIP storage at some stations. The average expandable 
pallet is used for three to four times on average and thrown away afterwards, causing 
thousands of pallets to be thrown as waste each year.  

 
 Through interviews and observations, it was noticed that some existing motors in the 

production are old with very low power factor, and do not have an energy efficiency class. 

  
Current level of compliance for the second sustainability principle  

For the second sustainability principle the current level of compliance is nine (SCI 9), which 
indicates an excellent level of sustainability compliance. This level means that there are no 
emissions and waste products from production site containing substances listed in the SIN-list.  
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However, it is worth noticing that only Markisol, Poland internal production is analyzed, as other 
life cycle phases such as the raw materials phase, in addition to the production of suppliers for the 
different components and parts are outside the scope of the thesis.  

  

 There is absolutely no use of chemicals and materials listed in the REACH and SIN list in 
the production.  

 The production wastes do not include any hazardous materials, with an average non-
hazardous waste before recycling as 120,000 Kg (Markisol Internal, 2015). Accordingly, 
no hazardous emissions are caused by the production, emissions mainly consist of CO2. 

 The company is willing to decrease their carbon footprint, but no set targets are assigned 
for the purpose yet.  

  
Current level of compliance for the third sustainability principle  

For the third sustainability principle the current level of compliance is six (SCI 6) which is 
considered as good, as there is currently no water usage in the production, and no chemical 
additives, spills or leakages exist in the production as the work is mostly constituted of assembly 
work. Furthermore, the diversity and natural life are taken into consideration when choosing a place 
for building the facility. However, the wastes that are not recycled are being discarded in landfills.   

  
 The production processes consume zero clean water.  

 No additives originating from nature are used for manufacturing. Consequently, no 
chemicals or oil spills occur in the working stations, so no harm to the environment and 
operators occur.  

 A certain percentage of waste is going to landfill as it cannot be recycled or reused currently, 
and the company is keeping track of it on a monitored level to ensure the continuous 
reduction of wastes and exploring improvement potentials.  

 The factory is located in non-agricultural areas, surrounded by other industrial facilities 
away from the residential areas to avoid pollution, and reduce the negative effect on 
biodiversity. 

  
Current level of compliance for the social sustainability principles  

For the social principles the current level of compliance is three (SCI 3), which is considered as a 
relatively low level of compliance. Currently, some safety measures are provided for the employees 
with no obligation for using them. Furthermore, there is no visualization of the safety measures or 
actions through a safety plan or any appropriate communication mean. 

  
 The labor and human rights are followed by the company management, there is no 

discrimination in employment and fair wages are given according to the country´s 
regulations.  

 Minor injuries occur in the production, which is due to lack of space at the factory, and the 
low safety awareness level among operators. 
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 During the observation period it is noticed that the operators personal belongings and 
mobile phones are placed in unsafe conditions between stations. 

 The company is providing the necessary safety measures for the operators such as ear plugs 
and safety shoes. Anyhow using them is not compulsory and it is up to the operators to have 
them or not.  

 

5.2.2 Future state SCI  
 
The previous section allowed for the identification of the sustainability challenges and potentials 
in Markisol operations, which facilitates the procedure for allocating the future level of compliance 
according to the SCI, along with the required actions to reach the proposed levels. 

  
The proposed SCI for the first sustainability principle and social sustainability principles are raised 
to nine, and six respectively, while the same levels of compliance are retained for the second and 
third sustainability principles. Figure 5.2 below shows the future level of compliance for the 
production life cycle phase in the sustainability index matrix. 
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Principle1:  Principle2:  Principle3:  Principle4-8:   

9  
  

Only recycled materials are used, 
with no metal emission and all scrap 
metals are recycled into pure 
fractions.  
Only renewable energy sources are 
used in the production process and 
the energy usage has an efficiency 
rate of 100%  

No emissions and waste 
products from production 
site (even at suppliers) 
contain substance in the 
SIN-list.  

No production used for 
products or components 
cause physical 
degradation of nature  

No risk today or in the future for 
unhealthy and unsecure working 
environment in production. There is 
no violation of the ten principles of 
the United Nations Global Compact 
and the recommendations for the 
main social categories described in 
ISO 26000 are followed.   

6  Recycled metals are used and over 
50% of the scrap metals are recycled 
into pure fractions.   
A majority of the energy sources 
used in production processes are 
renewable and an energy plan is 
followed with actions for energy 
usage reductions.   

A phase out/substitution 
plan is followed for those 
chemicals/materials used 
that are included in the 
SIN-list.   

Actions from a reduction 
plan are implemented 
systematically for 
reducing clean water 
usage and waste & spill 
from productions 
processes   

A safety plan is followed for 
reducing injuries, occupational 
diseases, lost days and absenteeism 
in the production during a year.   

3  Recycled metals are used in 
production, but it is not known to 
what extent there are emissions and 
scrap of metals from production.  
Renewable energy sources are used 
in the production processes (still 
some are fossil based).  

There are no emissions and 
wastes products from 
production site that contain 
substance in the REACH-
candidate list, but 
chemicals/materials 
include in the SIN-lit 
occur.   

Recycled water is used 
and a reduction plan for 
how to reduce the waste 
& spill from production 
is implemented.   

There are no work-related fatalities 
in the production but there are 
injuries, occupational diseases, lost 
days and absenteeism in the 
production during a year.   

1  No recycled materials are used 
and/or it is not known to what extent 
there are emission and scrap metals 
from production. Only fossil based 
energy sources are used in the 
production.  

There are emissions and 
waste products from 
productions site that 
contain substances in the 
REACH-candidate list.  

Only clean water is used 
for production and there 
are unknown amounts of 
waste & spill from 
production.  

There are work-related fatalities in 
the production and no information 
regarding total number of injuries, 
occupational diseases, lost days and 
absenteeism in the production 
during a year.  

0  Do not know if and how much 
recycled materials are used. Do not 
know the amount of emissions and 
scrap metals from production.  
Do not know if and how much 
renewable energy sources used in 
the production processes and if the 
energy usages in the production 
processes are efficient.   

It is not known if there are 
emissions and waste 
products from production 
site that contain substances 
in the REACH-candidate 
list.  

Do not know if and how 
much is used of clean 
water for production 
and/or the amounts of 
waste & spill from 
production.  

Do not know if there is a risk today 
of in the future for unhealthy and 
unsecure working environmental in 
production.   

Figure 5.2: Future Compliance level for production life cycle phase, based on SCI matrix 
developed by Hallstedt (2015). 

  
Future level of compliance for the first sustainability principle  

Since the current SCI analysis showed a low but acceptable level of compliance, there is substantial 
improvement potentials to be considered. Therefore, the next compliance level for the first 
sustainability principle is nine (SCI 9), which indicates an excellent level of compliance. Though 
this requires major efforts and resources from Markisol, according to the discussions with the 
management and production department it is seen as manageable and believed to have good return 
on investment in the long run in many forms such as improved brand and low regulation risks in 
the future. 
Reaching this level can be thought of as a continuous process, with the low hanging fruits taking 
place immediately in the implementation plan, with more major actions taken later in the process. 
This level of compliance can be obtained through implementing the following actions. 
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 Increase the renewables percentage used for internal transportations purposes, which can 

be achieved by replacing all fossil fuel based forklifts with electrical ones. 

 Switch to 100% renewables, which can be done through solar panels, Biomass, or Green 
certificate energy sources provided by subsidies in Poland. In the case of Markisol it is 
agreed to have it based on natural gas for both the production process and offices. 

 To increase the recyclable materials percentage, it is important to replace the currently used 
fabric made of Polyester with a coat of Acrylic plastic with recyclable Polyester fabric, 
which is possible for two out of the three available colours for the analysed product. 

 Replace the currently used expandable pallets in the storage and production with durable 
packages. This will reduce the pallets waste significantly and respectively the money 
related with it. 

 Eliminate the internal transportation between facilities to deliver the mechanism 
components as illustrated in the current VSM Figure 4.3. 

 In the future, for any electrical motor that needs replacement, choose a motor with a 
premium efficiency (IE3) or super premium efficiency (IE4) according to the European 
system efficiency labelling for electrical motors. In most cases, their efficiency is above 
85% depending on the electrical motor power.  

  
Future level of compliance for the second sustainability principle  

Even though the current level of compliance is at the excellent level of nine, there is always some 
room for improvements. It is recommended to work closer with the suppliers to investigate the 
used chemicals and materials in their production, and place higher quality requirements on them in 
terms of used chemicals and emissions control. It is worth noticing here that the carbon footprint 
and CO2 emissions will be reduced to near zero levels as an effect of switching to 100% renewable 
energies.   

  
Future level of compliance for the third sustainability principle 

The company is at a good level of compliance with the third sustainability principle, which is 
considered an acceptable and sufficient limit of compliance for Markisol, one subsidiary 
improvement potential here is to start tracing the noise level inside and surrounding the facility. 
Achieving the next level of compliance which is nine, will impose high demands on the production 
and facility operations, in addition to zero waste going to landfill. Nevertheless, this assessment 
needs to be revised in the future, to investigate the improvement potentials and the possibilities of 
a higher compliance target. 
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Future level of compliance for the social sustainability principles  

Since the current SCI level indicated a low but acceptable level of compliance which is three, there 
is room for improvement potentials in order to reach the next level of compliance. Moving to level 
six (SCI 6) means that Markisol has to take the following actions. 
 

 Create a safety plan that is shared and understood by all employees and operators to reduce 
the injuries and lost days in the production. This implies safety boards and signs to be 
distributed in the facility and specifically in the production to increase the awareness and 
safety levels. Furthermore, safety training and seminars needs to be given to the operators 
to assure the assigned safety measures are understood and followed. 

 Start documentation of all injuries to set guidelines and basis for the safety plan. 

 Better organization of workstations is needed, especially with regards to leaving personal 
belongings between stations, which might lead to unsafe working conditions. 
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6 LEAN AND SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION 
ROADMAP 

 
This chapter presents the proposed roadmap for Markisol from both the lean and sustainability 
perspectives, based on the conducted analysis in chapters 4 and 5, with the suggested actions 
distributed on a one-year time plan, followed by the improvement potentials summary. Finally, a 
brief presentation of the implemented actions during the thesis period is provided. 
 
The lean and sustainability actions required to achieve the future state VSM and SCI levels were 
discussed in close collaboration with the management, production operators, and the production 
development team to assure the feasibility and applicability of the proposed solutions. The 4th P of 
the lean paradigm, presenting the problem solving was utilized at this stage to assure two main 
points. The first one is that the operators and the involved employees are aware of the upcoming 
changes and their effect on their working environment, and the second one is for them to understand 
not only what goals are set but also why, which will lead to them feeling appreciated, more engaged 
in the work and hence increase their productivity. 

  
The roadmap presented in Figure 6.1 holds all the suggested lean and sustainability improvements 
that were found feasible during the sessions mentioned in Table 3.1 distributed on a one-year 
timeline. The roadmap consists of approximately 40 improvement suggestions, which is a lot to 
achieve in a one year perspective, however in this special case of Markisol and according to the 
increased demands on raising the lean and sustainability levels and be more efficient raised by their 
major customer, this roadmap has to be achieved within this timeframe regardless the high 
investments for some of the suggestions and the needed work amount and commitment from 
Markisol´s different teams and management. Which is an issue that has been discussed thoroughly 
with both the case company and their major customer to assure the necessity, feasibility and 
applicability of the improvements within this relatively short timeframe. 
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Figure 6.1: Markisol lean and sustainable production roadmap  

 
6.1 Expected improvements summary 
 
By following the proposed improvements, the production and sustainability performances can be 
improved. This will allow Markisol to cope with their increased customer demand for an enhanced 
production and sustainability performance for the internal operations. A comparison of the 
production current and future state key parameters is presented in the following table:  
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Table (6.1): Expected improvement in key production and sustainability performances  
Performance indicator Current Future Increase/ decrease % 
Lead time (hours) 228.8 83.8 - 63.4% 
Non-value added time (hours) 225.6 80.6 - 64.2% 
Production renewables (%) 10.4 % 100% + 89.6% 
Internal transportation 
renewables (%) 

25% 100% + 75% 

CO2 emissions (Kg CO2eq) 112,600 0 - 100% 
Fabric scrap recyclability (%) 0% 67% + 67% 

 

Major improvements are also to be witnessed in the waste reduction each year as a result of 
exchanging the expandable pallets with durable ones. Furthermore, the improvement suggestions 
will improve the employee satisfaction, teamwork and group dynamics by introducing the 
rotational system, and taking the employees working environment suggestions into consideration.  
The visual management for working procedures and safety plan will simplify and standardize 
working methods leading to a more consistent outcome for each process and less injuries as a result 
of the increased safety measures and awareness.  

 
Implemented actions  
During the thesis work different suggestion were implemented in the facility, some of these actions 

are listed below, 
 

 Three visual management boards have been posted on the walls next to the relevant working 
stations. First board is showing the different labeling requirements to reduce both the stress 
on the operators and working errors. The second board shows the different packaging 
requirements for each country in order to simplify the working process for the operator and 
to reduce errors. The third board shows the quantities that have been packed through each 
shift as a way of informing the operators if they are on track regarding the production 
quantity, and as a source of motivation. The different visual boards are shown in Appendix 
D.  

 The mechanism assembly station is now designed in a linear shape tables, with no space 
for performing the refilling and changeover without having to stop the working process, the 
working station has been redesigned into a U-shape to overcome this problem. The 
suggestion has been tested for one shift and it resulted in three minutes savings per shift. 
Anyhow it will not be implemented as the operators complained about the increased 
working load and that they prefer having small breaks when their co-workers are doing the 
refilling of the parts, which was respected by Markisol´s management.  

 Decrease the waiting time waste for the packaging station by increasing the speed of the 
packaging line, but it was not possible due to automatic labelling device limitation. It could 
not manage to catch up the new pace and stuck the labels in incorrect places on the pet 
boxes.   
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 Redesign of packaging station to decrease the waiting time at the multi-packing stage. This 
was tested for one shift to see if the automatic process by the machine was faster than the 
operator for the pushback task. However, the machine took longer period of time compared 
to manual work, which might be due to the need of inserting the pet box lock which is faster 
with manual labor. 

 Training for the production planning team by an external party to start implementing the 
ERP system.  
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7 DISCUSSION 
 
This section starts by discussing the lean and sustainability findings at the case company along 
with the used approaches related to the two sub-research questions. Afterwards a more general 
discussion is presented regarding the main research question and the overall aim of roadmap 
development guidelines, further a comparison of the taken approach and results with others from 
the literature is presented. Eventually, a methodological discussion is presented with the construct 
validity, external validity and reliability elaborated upon. 
 
7.1 Lean and sustainability findings discussion 
 
The most significant results for the case company is the reduced lead time, non-value added time 
and wastes in the different production workstations which directly result in increased production 
efficiency, in addition to the increased sustainability compliance levels on both the ecological and 
social aspects. Decreasing the production process lead times allows the company to be more 
responsive to customer demand, the increased efficiency and reduced inventory levels result in 
holding costs and prices reduction, while the increased sustainability levels provide the company 
with both internal benefits in the form of more satisfied and hence productive employees, and 
external benefits as a competitive advantage over its unsustainable competitors, and respectively 
retain and increase their market share.   
  
Prior to the research, a clear problem definition was achieved through interviews with the company 
and their customer. The management was looking towards a more structured view of the production 
and what can be done there to achieve higher levels of production efficiency and sustainability 
performances at the facility level. This was achieved through the use of various adopted tools and 
methods from the lean and sustainable development literature to develop a lean and sustainable 
roadmap with clear actions and milestones for implementation. Therefore, it is relevant to 
understand if the used approach indicates enough improvement potential to satisfy the company.  
  
Improvement suggestions have the potential to decrease the lead time by more than 63%, and non-
value added time by around 64%, it would increase the renewable energy usage for both the facility 
and internal transportation by approximately 90% and 75% respectively, while the carbon footprint 
decreases down to near zero level as a result of the previously mentioned actions. Furthermore, 
shifting to a recycled Polyester fabric for some roller blind colors would result in a 67% increase 
in fabric recyclability. 
  
To achieve higher production efficiency rate on one hand, it was relevant to understand how the 
Value Stream Mapping method can be used in their case, and how it can reduce the wastes in the 
production.  
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On the other hand, it was essential to investigate how can the production be assessed and improved 
according to the sustainability principles criteria for a company with their size and capabilities.  
 
Lean findings discussion  
Value stream mapping is used in a first attempt to uncover and measure the problem areas, a 
definition of value is collected from the customer perspective to differentiate between value added 
and non-value added activities. Afterwards a product family is chosen and an analysis of its entire 
value stream map is conducted. The value stream map was very useful in providing a snapshot of 
the production with valid data and numbers to be utilized for further analysis and communication 
with management and production team. 
  
Some of the difficulties faced during the work is related to the complexity of the VSM, and the 
need for simplifying it and taking the worst case scenario of longest cycle times in order to analyze 
and present the results in a proper manner. Drawing a VSM out of a production line that does not 
really flow was not an easy task, workers moved a lot back and forth between stations and no clear 
working procedures were there to facilitate the production process understanding. It was necessary 
to draw several parallel flows to the left of the value stream maps and join them later. Separating 
the flows on individual sheets was not possible to do as they share the resources with other 
processes and eventually end in the same product. However, the faced difficulty can be justified by 
the fact that Markisol is in the very first phase of introducing lean into their operations.  
  
According to the VSM literature, achieving a future state map can be done through answering the 
VSM future state eight guiding questions suggested by Rother and Shook (2009). The questions 
were followed one by one, the first questions regarding producing according to takt, creating 
continuous flow and starting a supermarket pull system are relevant and useful for the case 
company. However, the later questions regarding scheduling production at the pacemaker process 
are less relevant to a company who is a startup in lean, in the sense that it needs a relatively long 
period of time before such lean considerations and analysis can be taken into account and 
implemented. Therefore, confirming the authors own comment regarding these guidelines and the 
need for adopting them for the specific case as they are not expected to fit all cases and situations. 
For a medium sized manufacturer, it is extremely useful to look more into the details of the 
production and analyze the improvement potentials at the process level. This is done through 
observing the processes, talking to operators and be engaged in the working environment in order 
to allocate the lean manufacturing wastes in each working station.   
  
This resulted in revealing most types of manufacturing wastes in the processes, the majority of 
identified wastes are classified into the following categories; incorrect processing, unnecessary 
motion and waiting. For each identified waste the root cause problem is identified and a possible 
solution is proposed. The amount of waste found in the processes were surprising to the production 
and management, and the revealed potentials exceeded the management expectations.  
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Sustainability findings discussion  
Uncovering the production current reality through the lens of sustainability is facilitated to a great 
extent by the modified SLCA questions and answers format. It provided sufficient information 
regarding the company`s positive and negative contributions towards sustainability. The two 
conducted interviews with the responsible from production and management were enough to 
collect the needed information and create a comprehensive overview of the current situation. 
Furthermore, the asked questions were of an easy to understand nature, even for those who are 
unfamiliar with the sustainability issues. Taking the suppliers production into account and 
assessing their operations might have offered a wider improvement potential, but it was not 
considered due to the thesis scope focusing on internal operations, in addition to the time 
constraints.   
  
The collected information through the SLCA are then analyzed to have a better picture of where 
the company stands, the analysis utilized the SCI tool developed by Hallstedt (2014) to determine 
the current sustainability compliance levels and identify areas for improvement. The current level 
of compliance is excellent (SCI 9) and good (SCI 6) for the second and third ecological 
sustainability principles respectively, which is related to the buildup chemicals produced by society 
and degradation of nature by physical means, while lower compliance levels (SCI 3) were revealed 
for the first ecological principle concerned with buildup of substances extracted from the earth 
crust and social sustainability principles. Discussions with the production and management and 
going back to the literature were the basis for identifying improvement potentials and the future 
sustainability compliance levels. The proposed suggestions for the identified challenges and 
opportunities are developed taking into account their feasibility and applicability for the case 
company. These suggestions allow Markisol to shift from a relatively low level into an excellent 
and good compliance levels for the first and social sustainability principles respectively.  
  
Furthermore, the lean indicators can be considered as operational indicators for sustainability, but 
creating strategic level sustainability indicators for Markisol is beneficial to track the set goals and 
benchmark the improvements over time, in this work no indicators have been developed due to the 
scope and time limitations.   
 
Improvement potentials discussion  
The employees improvement suggestions are considered, and all workstation suggestions are 
discussed with both management and operators to check their feasibility before they are applied. 
Communication and transparency between management and the shop floor appear to be as 
important as the literature says. Furthermore, it is concluded that the lean effects on employees is 
indeed determined by the management choices as perceived by both Conti (2006) and Moyano-
Fuentes et al. (2012). 
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Engaging employees and the different teams such as the production and development teams in 
discussions and brainstorming sessions to propose solutions for the identified problems and gaps 
from both the lean and sustainability perspectives helped a lot in making decisions and addressing 
the feasibility and applicability of the suggestions.   
  
The implementation and improvement potentials remain mostly hypothetical. However, some first 
implementation steps were made by the case company as a result of this research as mentioned in 
chapter 6. On one hand several of the implemented actions resulted in positive impacts such as the 
visual management boards that facilitated the labelling and packaging requirements for the 
operators and reduced the errors. On the other hand, some suggestions though deemed possible 
theoretically could not be applied in reality due to technical specifications of the machines. Some 
other suggestions though resulted in shorter cycle times such as redesigning the mechanism station 
into a U-shape, it increased the workload for the operators which was one thing Markisol 
management respected and retained the old linear workstation design. Furthermore, initial cost 
estimations have been done for many suggestions with the help of the different teams in the 
company, however a more detailed and accurate costs analysis for the proposed actions is important 
before implementation takes place. 
  
Finally, discussions with management and employees allowed for confidence that the analysis can 
be generalized to other production lines and product families due to the high level of similarity in 
the production processes other product families go through. 
 
7.2 Lean and sustainable roadmap discussion 
 
In order to understand the value of the potential improvements and the taken approach in creating 
a lean and sustainable roadmap, the results should be compared to other cases. However, this is 
complicated due to the limited number of published case studies integrating the lean and 
sustainability or the lean and clean manufacturing approaches to be used as a benchmark. 
Furthermore, it is even more complicated on the level of small and medium sized manufacturers, 
as Broman and Hallstedt (2001) and Simboli et al. (2014) emphasize on the complexity of the 
sustainability assessment tools and methods for SMEs, as they require major time and resources 
investments and they are more suited for larger companies.  
  
To get an indication of how successful the results are, they will be compared to a somewhat similar 
case studies. Melton (2005) performs a VSM analysis in a discontinuous flow manufacturing 
company which is similar to Markisol and finds a potential lead time reduction by 50%. And in 
another case study presented by Sutari (2015) a reduction of 18.45% in lead time was achieved. 
Forum for the future (2010) presents a case study within the paint industry, where the use of the 
SLCA lead to 50% reduction in carbon and water footprint.  
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The proposed improvements can reduce Markisol´s lead time by 63%, it is important to mention 
here that not all proposed actions have been estimated in terms of time reduction, estimating it in 
numerical value might lead to false results. Furthermore, the lead time could have been reduced 
even further if the machines downtime were taken into consideration. However, the case company 
keeps no documented evidence for those or the reasons behind them. Comparing the achieved 
results, it surpasses the potentials found by Melton (2005) and Saturi (2015). The proposed 
solutions can reduce Markisol carbon footprint by 100% and fabric scrap recyclability by 67% 
which also exceeds the results reported by Forum of the future (2010).   
 
Comparing the used methods and approach for building the lean and sustainable roadmap with 
others from the literature, Simboli et al. (2014) suggests extending the lean tools such as VSM to 
account for environmental issues, by using LCA and emphasize on the difficulty of this approach 
in the case of SMEs. The SVSM tool suggested by Simons and Mason (2002) regardless the fact 
that it is labelled as sustainable value stream mapping, it does not include any social sustainability 
metrics. The toolkits provided by EPA (2007 a, b) do not provide the procedure for collecting the 
EHS data, and assumes having an EHS personal in the company to allocate improvements. 
Furthermore, for collecting the energy related data on process level it requires the use of an energy 
meter. The previously mentioned reasons make the use of these toolkits almost impossible in the 
case of medium sized manufacturers, as they usually have no EHS staff, nor such expensive 
equipment. 
 
The SMM tool developed by Paju et al. (2010) is not validated through a case study, and does not 
incorporate the social sustainability metrics nor a clear set of environmental indicators. Finally 
utilizing Discrete Event Simulation (DES) requires personnel in the use of simulation software, 
which can be burdensome for medium sized manufacturers. The method provided by Faulkner and 
Badurdeen (2014) failed in capturing the process level metrics due to difficulties in measuring 
them. Furthermore, the values only reflect the current production state, with no guidance on how 
an improved future state could be achieved.  
 
The flow analysis tool from the cleaner production has been tried in order to quantify the inputs 
and outputs for the different emissions, heat, electricity, wastes and materials flows. It was difficult 
to collect such data for a medium sized manufacturer who does not has an environmental 
department or specialist, do not keep records or even measure such metrics. Therefore, this tool 
was not suitable for the purpose of assessing the production sustainability for a medium sized 
manufacturer. 
  
Finally, it is important that none of the previously discussed tools for extending the VSM to account 
for a lean and sustainable production meets the criteria of the overarching sustainability principles, 
it rather utilizes some ad hoc indicators to assess sustainability, which probably suits a limited 
number of cases beyond the specific study at hand.  
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In this thesis complementing the VSM and lean efforts by SLCA and SCI assessment is seen to 
cover for the lean blind alleys when it comes to both environmental and social issues. As it 
accounted for a general perspective assessment for all the possible contributions and violations to 
the environmental and social sustainability in accordance with the sustainability principles, which 
could have not been captured by the lean efforts and tools alone.  
  
The used tools for the lean and sustainability assessment proved to satisfy the intended purpose of 
assessing the production according to the lean and sustainability principles for a medium sized 
manufacturer. The used approach for the VSM analysis resulted in great outcomes and wastes 
exposure that exceeded the management expectations. The mixed methods of using SLCA first, 
followed by SCI to pave the way towards exploring the current and future levels of compliance 
were indeed effective and helped to avoid the costly flow assessments that are not critical from a 
sustainability standpoint, and it covered for both the environmental and social sustainability aspects 
according to the overarching sustainability principles. The sustainability questions were easily 
understood by the management and production team, and required less than two hours to answer. 
Furthermore, the SCI levels allowed for an easier communication of results due to the simplified 
visualization aids and the predefined requirements for each level of compliance. Comparing the 
time and investments needed to assess the production sustainability using the SLCA and SCI with 
those needed in other previously discussed approaches, the difference is considerably high.  
  
7.2.1 Roadmap development guidelines 
  
To understand if the taken approach and analysis through building the roadmap is effective it was 
compared to the management´s expectations and perceptions of the approach, and to both 
quantitative and qualitative measures from the literature. These comparisons indicate that the taken 
approach for building the roadmap is suitable for medium sized manufacturers, and it could provide 
substantial improvement potentials in their journey towards being a lean and sustainable company.   
  
The overall aim of this thesis is seen to be achieved through Markisol as a case company, it 
provided a detailed and empirical case for building a lean and sustainability roadmap for medium 
sized manufacturers. The generic guidelines for building a lean and sustainable road map in 
medium sized manufacturer with the purpose of achieving better production and sustainability 
performances are presented in Figure 7.1 followed by a detailed description of the process. 
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Figure 7.1: Lean and sustainable production roadmap development guidelines 

 
1. Grasp a profound understanding of the specific facility problems, in addition to the set lean 

and sustainability targets if applicable. In order to do this and prior to commencing the lean 
and sustainable transformation, the management needs to involve all relevant internal and 
external stakeholders such as the different production teams, workforce and customers in 
the problem definition process. 

2. Define value from the customer perspective and select a product family for assessing it´s 
entire value stream. It is important to choose a product of high value to the company in 
order to generate more valuable results.  

3. Utilize the VSM tool for visualization purposes of the current situation, including both 
information and material flows on door to door level. It is important to remember that the 
VSM tool gives as much information as the data put into it; the more parameters added, the 
more beneficial the results become. 
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4. Fill the adopted SLCA questions provided in Table 5.1 to capture a quick and sufficient 
understanding of the production current reality through the lens of the socio-ecological 
sustainability principles. 

5. To identify the current sustainability compliance level, the SLCA results shall be analyzed 
using the SCI matrix developed by Hallstedt (2015) to assign a specific compliance level 
for each sustainability principle.  
 

The previous steps would allow for a full lean and sustainability current production overview 
that would facilitate further analysis and improvement potentials identification. 
 
6.  Next step is to analyze the current state VSM using both the seven lean wastes approach 

for identifying the wastes on the workstations level, combined with the eight guiding 
questions suggested by Rother and Shook (2009). 

7. To improve the current lean and sustainability reality at the production, it is essential to 
include the management, production and development teams and different representatives 
in the company for proposing and assessing the feasibility of actions to be taken. 

The outcome of the analysis is a clear and visualized lean and sustainability future state of the 
production. 

 
8. Set the future state VSM and future SCI levels to be achieved. 
9. Create a roadmap with the lean and sustainability improvements included, with clear 

milestone for the actions distributed on a timeline, preferably on one year. 
10. Monitor progress and communicate the results internally and externally to all stakeholders, 

revise targets and develop a new future VSM and SCI levels once the proposed ones are 
achieved. 

 
8.3 Methodology discussion 
 
8.3.1 Validity 
 
A high construct validity has been achieved by obtaining the information through various sources 
and methods, which includes observations, interviews, measurements and literature review. As 
mentioned in section 3.6.1 high construct validity was achieved by using multiple sources for 
collecting the needed VSM and SLCA data, such as complementing the observations with 
discussions with operators or archived documents. And interviewing several people to assure that 
the sustainability understanding of production is correct and the collected data is valid.  
Furthermore, the thesis draft report has been reviewed by supervisors at both the case company and 
the university to assure the collected data and analysis are correct.  
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Regarding the external validity and applicability for others, it is seen as high concerning the general 
guidelines for creating a lean and sustainability roadmap for medium sized manufacturers to help 
them cope with today´s trends of globalization, increased customer demands, and the rising 
sustainability challenge. Furthermore, it is believed to be of value for them since most of the 
available tools and methods in the literature are not well suited for them, so this tailored approach 
of creating a roadmap to fit the medium sized manufacturers needs and capacity is seen to be 
beneficial. The approach followed for the analysis and creating the VSM can be used by other 
medium manufacturers who are beginners in lean, and the tailored SLCA tool can be used by other 
manufacturers or researchers looking for a moderate and easy to use production sustainability 
assessment method. 
 
On a more detailed level, the provided improvement suggestions and potentials for Markisol should 
be regarded as specific for the case company. However, those results can be seen as of high validity 
for other product families within the same organization. Even some suggestions made through the 
work can be modified, and rebuilt to fit other companies.   
  
8.3.2 Reliability 
 
Discussing the reliability of the work, it is seen to be high as a mix of quantitative and qualitative 
approaches are used in order to further understand the problem and enhance results. It is believed 
that if the study would be conducted again with the same purpose and sources, very similar results 
would be achieved, especially for the current state VSM and sustainability compliance index. VSM 
is a tool that involves creativity and as long as improvements are achieved and guidelines are 
followed, the results can be reliable but might differ if different people were responsible for the 
VSM conclusions.  Regarding the SLCA tool analysis, it has been conducted using SCI which can 
be seen as a well-structured tool with clear definitions and requirements for each level of 
compliance, so the resulted current and future compliance levels are expected to be the same if a 
different person conducted the study. Finally, the chance of being able to replicate the study is high 
since there is thorough documentation on how the data was collected and analyzed throughout the 
work.  
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8 CONCLUSIONS 
 
This first section answers the two sub research questions. A combination of the answers leads to 
the conclusion concerning the main research question of this thesis. Then the contributions to 
practice and academia are discussed briefly.  
 
8.1 Research question 
 
The purpose of this thesis was to build a roadmap for a medium sized manufacturer "Markisol" in 
order to increase their production and sustainability performances, with an overall aim of providing 
a lean and sustainable production roadmap development guidelines to enhance medium sized 
manufacturers performances, and help them survive in today´s condensed market. To answer the 
main research question, two sub research questions were proposed:   
  
RQ (1): How could the Value Stream Mapping be used in a medium sized manufacturer to reduce 

the sources of waste in production? 
  
The first step before drawing the map is to define the value from the customer perspective. This is 
done in order to determine at a later stage which activities add value to the product and which does 
not, and thus can be eliminated. It can be concluded from the analysis that the value to the customer 
is based on the four main factors identified by Stock et al. (1998) Which are the costs, quality, 
flexibility and delivery performances.  
  
Next step, is the identification of the value stream through selection of a product family that is of 
great value to both the manufacturer and customer, which is followed by mapping the physical 
flows concerned with the processes. And information flow concerned with frequency of orders and 
shipments along with the information exchange in the company. After this step the value added 
and non-value added activities can be recognized, and the identification of the seven lean wastes 
in the production processes takes place through direct observations of the workplace and having 
interviews and dialogues with operators. In the case company, the seven Lean wastes were 
investigated in the processes, and for each identified waste a proposed solution was provided to 
reduce the waste sources in the production.  
The next step of analysis is answering the eight guiding questions developed by Rother and Shook 
(2009). Combining the seven wastes analysis with the eight questions is essential and results in a 
proposed future state of the production processes.  
  
Comparing the proposed future state with the current state in the case company provided an insight 
in the potential improvement this approach has on different parameters such as lead time, and non-
value added time, with more than 63% reduction in lead time and around 64% decrease in non-
value added time.  

http://www.emeraldinsight.com/action/doSearch?ContribStored=Stock%2C+G+N
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RQ (2): How could the production in a medium sized manufacturer be assessed with respect to 

overarching socio-ecological sustainability principles? 
  
A combination of assessment tools is utilized with careful consideration for the applicability of 
these tools for medium sized manufacturers in terms of time and resources requirements. The first 
step is to use the SLCA tool to explore how the current production lines appear from a strategic 
sustainability perspective. This can be done using the adopted version of the questions/ answers 
SLCA template created in this work. For each sustainability principle a set of questions is created 
to provide a holistic understanding of the current situation in production in a quick manner. The 
SLCA questions can benefit from the VSM results, especially to allocate the processes with highest 
scrap rates in order to target them for higher sustainability levels. 
  
The results are then analyzed using the SCI to indicate the current compliance level of sustainability 
in the production. For each sustainability principle there is a corresponding level of compliance 
ranging from one to nine, with one as the worst level of compliance and 9 as the excellent level. 
This is done in order to allocate the sustainability hotspots with regards to each principle, and target 
them for improvement suggestions. The current SCI matrix acts as a comprehensive and easy to 
communicate tool to present the current sustainability reality to the management and production 
team in the company.  
 
Next step includes determining the next level of compliance for each sustainability principle using 
the SCI matrix. A priority should be given to the lowest scoring levels of compliance in the current 
sustainability matrix, and careful considerations regarding the manufacturer’s willingness and 
capability to increase the compliance levels should be taken into consideration.  
 
Comparing the current and future SCI levels in the case company, it can be seen that the positive 
contributions towards a sustainable society could be increased dramatically. The renewable energy 
usage for both the facility and internal transportation could be increased by approximately 90% 
and 75% respectively, while the carbon footprint decreases down to near zero level as a result of 
the previously mentioned actions. Furthermore, shifting to a recycled Polyester fabric for some 
roller blind colors would result in a 67% increase in fabric recyclability. 
 
How could a Lean and sustainable roadmap be created for a medium sized manufacturer?  
  
A combination of the two sub research questions leads to the answer of the main research question. 
The Lean and sustainable roadmap can be developed using the ten steps guidelines presented in 
Figure 7.1. The roadmap process and results were compared to the management expectations and 
measures from the literature, it has proven to be effective and suitable for medium sized 
manufactures capabilities.  
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8.2 Contribution to practice and academia 
 
The contribution of this work to practice can be seen as a major first step in the Lean journey of 
Markisol, Poland. The provided solutions will have a great impact on the lean and sustainability 
practices of the company and respectively the environment. In Poland, small and medium 
companies generate almost 50% of the GDP, with 10.4% out of that was gross added value 
generated by medium companies in 2011 (Walczak et al. 2013, p.11), which makes their production 
and sustainability performances of particular importance. Furthermore, the roadmap guidelines 
could be used by any medium sized manufacturer, and could lead to increasing the competitive 
position for the company without major investments depending on the selected improvements.  

  
The contribution of this research to the academic literature is threefold. Firstly, the developed 
methodology for creating the lean and sustainable production roadmap adds to the literature joining 
the lean and sustainable practices, which is lacking in the literature especially in the case of SMEs. 
Secondly, the developed roadmap guidelines could be used in the sustainable and lean product 
development domain as well, and the adopted SLCA template could be used by any researcher 
looking towards assessing the production life cycle phase for any manufacturer. Finally, the case 
study by itself is a contribution to the theory of lean and sustainable manufacturing in SMEs, it 
adds an example that could be used as a benchmark in the joint of the two approaches, as the 
numbers of available case studies is very limited in the literature to facilitate a full grasp of how to 
integrate the lean and sustainability on the operational level.  
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9 FUTURE RESEARCH AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
This chapter presents further research suggestions and recommendations, where two different 
dimensions are interesting. The first one is internal concerning the case company, while the second 
one is on a more general level.  
 
9.1 Company level future work  
  
Suggestions for further research within Markisol is to conduct further analysis and quantification 
of results. Firstly, it is advised to apply an accounting analysis tool to calculate the environmental 
performances in financial terms which is a way of further reducing the costs incorporated with the 
materials wastes and emissions.  
  
Secondly, literature emphasize on taking a whole life cycle thinking into account when doing 
SCLA analysis, to achieve better results and identify the most critical hot spots. This will ensure 
not taking actions or developing concepts in one phase that will lead to negative sustainability 
impacts later in proceeding life cycle stages. Extending the SLCA analysis to include more life 
cycle phases is beneficial, especially the raw materials phase, as most sustainability implications 
usually takes place early in the design phase. Furthermore, it would be beneficial if Markisol starts 
taking a closer look into their suppliers sustainability practices and take the responsibility of 
selecting more sustainable and environmentally aware suppliers for their production.  
  
Finally, it is highly recommended for Markisol Holding AB to start embedding the Lean 
philosophy and increase the sustainability awareness in the company´s different facilities and 
production lines.  
  
9.2 General level future work 
 
On a general level it is recommended for further research to focus on the joint of Lean and 
sustainable manufacturing and conduct more empirical case studies in the area to provide sufficient 
theoretical background to fill the existing gap in integrating the two approaches on the operational 
level. Furthermore, it is interesting to explore new tools and methods that are suitable for medium 
sized manufacturers with the aim of increasing production and sustainability performances without 
major resources investments; it is interesting to use the theory of constraints (TOC) and total quality 
management (TQM) to achieve lean and cleaner production improvements. The more customized 
and flexible the methods are for small to medium sized manufacturers; the easier their diffusion 
will be as support tools for an eco-efficient manufacturing in SMEs. 
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Appendix A: VSM icons 
 
VSM worlds  Description  
C/T Cycle time, the amount of time it takes to 

complete one step from the end of the previous 
step to the end of the current step.  

C/O Change over time, the amount of time I takes 
to change over from the end of the previous 
step to the beginning to the next step.  

 
 

 
Transportation 

 
Customer/ Supplier 

 
Notes  

ERP System 

 
Phone or E-mail 

 
Pull arrow 
 

 
Electroic information 

 
Material Movement  

 
Manual Information Flow  

Push Arrow 

 
Process 

 
FIFO lane 

 
Timeline  

Inventory 

 
Kanban Post 

 
Withdrawal Kanban 
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Production Kanban  

Supermarket 

 
Kaizen Burst 

 
Product  
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Appendix B: Interviews  
Interview (1): Problem definition interview with Markisol Holding AB  
Who are Markisol stakeholders?  
What is your company strategy?  
What would you expect out of this project?  
Why do you want to identify the improvement areas in your production?   
Have you tried solutions for the stock and production efficiency improvement?  
What is your internal KPIs?  
Does your company or facility have environmental goals and targets?  
What processes might have the greatest opportunities for environmental improvement?    
Do you have someone working with EHS?  
What requirements are you having from the home furnishing retailer customer when it comes to 
production efficiency and delivery performances?   
What demands are you having from the home furnishing retailer customer when it comes to 
sustainability issues both environmental and social?   
What might be the consequences of not responding to these demands? 
 
Interview (2): Problem definition interview with the home furnishing retailer 
customer  
How important is Markisol for you as a supplier? 
Where does Markisol stands with regards to your own suppliers requirements standards?  
What is your expectation from Markisol on both the production efficiency and sustainability 
areas? And why? 
What might be the consequences of them not responding to these requirements?  
How do you think they can respond to these demands? Is there a preferred approach or 
techniques?  
Which product is the most important for you in terms of value and sales revenue?  
What are some general information regarding the logistics planning and orders with Markisol? 
 
Interview (3): Production overview   
What is your position in the company? 
For how long have you been in this position?   
How many products do you produce in Poland? With how many production lines?  
How many operators are there in the plant? 
Can you give a general description of the processes from the start to end? 
 
Interview (4): Define the value    
What are the reasons behind buying from Markisol and having them as a main supplier?   
What is the product value for you? 
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How important is the delivery performances and quality compared to costs? 
What are the essential product characteristics for you? What could be compromised and what 
could not?  
 
Interview (5): Information flow  
Customer data  
Who is the customer?  
What is the actual customer demand for product X?   
How often does the customer order?  
How often do you deliver to the customer?  
What is the order lead time?  
 
Supplier Data  
Who is the supplier?  
How often do you order?  
How often does the supplier deliver?  
 
Value stream work data  
How many shifts are worked within the value stream?  
How long are these shifts? And how many days a week?  
How many breaks and for how long?  
How long is the lunch break?  
Do automated processes stop during breaks?  
Do manual processes stop during breaks?  
Are there any pre or post shift meetings and for how long?  
 
Value stream control data  
Are you using an automated system to control production?  
Is there automated system comprised of spreadsheet files/reports such as Microsoft excel?  
What hours is this control point operating? 
 
Interview (6): Process description  
What is your position in the company?  
How long have you been in this position? 
How does the workflow in a normal day? What tasks do you both have and assign? 
Where do you see the main problems in the workstations?  
What do you think can be improved in the working stations and working environment?  
Can you provide us with some technical description of the production processes?   
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Appendix C: Takt and cycle times calculations 
Excel sheet for current and future state VSM 
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Appendix D: Implemented actions  
 

 
Labelling instruction depending on the year, week, shift and day of the week. 

 
 

 
Labelling instructions per country 
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Action board for packaging quantity per shift 
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